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Abstract

Abstract
This project concerns the use of an electromagnetic sensor for the detection of
leaks/cracks in water pipes. As old metal pipes corrode they start to become brittle,
resulting in the potential for cracks to appear in the pipes. In addition corrosion can
build up resulting in a restricted flow of water in the pipe. Using an electromagnetic
(EM) wave sensor to monitor the signal reflected from the pipes in real time, provides
the necessary information to determine where a leak in the pipe has occurred. Analysis
of the reflected signal can provide the operator with information about the condition and
position of a leak within the pipe. This is the first time research has been carried using
EM waves for leak detection in water pipelines. This project involves the design and
construction of an EM sensor operating at frequencies in the range of 240MHz to
560MHz, and at a power of OdBm. The sensor is launched into the
water pipeline
through any existing hydrant and is moved along the pipeline to check for leaks. The
simulation software High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) was used to model the
pipe section as a circular waveguide cavity, and also for antenna simulation. The
monopole and loop antennawere designed to determine the best antennafor this project.
The printed circuit board (PCB) design package Eagle was used to provide the surface
mount layout for the sensor, and the PCB board was fabricated by using a computer
numerical control (CNC) routing machine. Finally the graphical interface package
LabVIEW was used to control the frequency sweep for the sensor and to capture the
data from the sensor.Based on the findings of this project, the EM wave sensor could be
used to determine a leak up to a 0.9 correlation limit using low cost RF electronic
devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Introduction
Water is a basic essentialfor all life on Earth. For humans,water is not only used for
drinking, but also for many other parts of our daily life such as cooking, cleaningand
for flushing the toilet. Although 70% of the earth is coveredwith water,only about 2%
is fresh water [1]. In the UK, there are many water companies[2] such as United
Utilities, Yorkshire Water, South East Water, Essex Water who are responsible for
supplying homesand factories with clean fresh water. This is achievedby the use of
undergroundwater pipes, someof which havebeenin the groundfor decadesand have
fractured.In the UK, 70% of water pipes are castiron, with the other 30% being plastic,
Perspex,concreteor some other material.There are a lot of different diametersfor the
cast iron pipelines including 4 inch, 6 inch and 12 inch. This project only investigated
the 4 inch diametercast iron pipelines which are commonly used for water supplies.
However in principle the EM sensorhas the capability of detectingpipe defectsbased
uponthe operatingfrequency,this can be seein chapter7. This is the first time research
by using the electromagnetic(EM) wavestechniquefor the leak detectionin the water
pipelines.

The purpose of this project is to reduce the water loss from public water supply
distribution networks by identifying leaks in cast iron pipes. This research has
investigatedwhether EM waves can be used to pinpoint the location of leaks in water
pipes by using an internal EM wave sensor. This sensor is launched into the live
drinking water mains through any existing hydrant and deployedusing a mechanical
drive on the launchchamberdevelopedby Balfour Beatty [3]. The EM sensorshouldbe
J. H. Goh
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designedandconstructedto meetthe needsof the waterindustry representedby Balfour
Beatty as part of an industrial project supportedby the TechnologyStrategy Board
(TSB).

1.2 Project Aim and Objectives
The aim of this project is to design,constructand test a sensorsystemfor mains water
leak detectionin cast iron pipes. The radio frequency(RF) componentsincluding the
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), power detector, voltage regulator, directional
couplerandvoltage amplifier are all to be fitted within the sensor.

The main objectivesof this project areto understandcurrent technologytechniquesthat
are usedfor leak detection,and investigateand build a new sensorsystemby using the
RF technique sensea leak in a metallic pipeline. The RF frequenciessignal allows
transmission of frequencies at Megahertz (MHz) frequency in potable water.

Themain factor influencingthis researchwork is that the

water industry is continuingto

look for a more reliable sensingtechnology than is currently on the market. Currently,
the EM wavestechniquehasnot beenresearchedfor real time water pipe leak detection
systems,so a successfuloutcometo this project could leadto a patentand a marketable
product. The sensor is to be deployed into the pipeline via a pressurisedhydrant
allowing drinking water to continueto be supplied.This mechanismrestrictsthe overall
dimensionsof the sensorto 22mm in diameterand a lengthof not more than l 00mm.

Figure 1.1 showsthe flow chart for the project. The water pipeline sectionwas treated
as a circular cavity. A standalonesensorwith an antennawas usedto transmit an EM
signal, and receive the reflected signal. HFSS was used to determine the transverse
J. H. Goh
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electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes, the reflected signal magnitude IS11

for the circular cavity, and then comparedthese
and transmittedmagnitudesignal 1S211
with the experimentalresults,which were recordedas the sensorwas moved along a
buried pipeline. All the readings and results that were obtained from the reflected
signals were recorded using a LabVIEW program that also processedthe data and
decidedwhethera leak is presentor not.

WaterPipe asa Circular Cavity

AntennaDesign

HFSS Simulationand Experiment

LabVIEW Programming and
Sensor Design

Experimentfor Leak Detection
Figure 1.1: Flow chart for the project

1.3 Current Technology
The present technology used in the detection of leaks is a listening stick, ground
microphone,acousticand ground penetratingradar. All of thesetechniqueshave their
advantagesandlimitations. Table 1.1showsthe presenttechnologywith their attribute.

J. H. Goh
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Table 1.1: Presenttechnology with their attribute

Technology
Attribute

Respond Time
Reliability
and

Sensitivity
Accuracy
Cost

Listening
Stick

Ground
Microphone

Acoustic

Time
consumi ng

Time

Time

consuming

consuming

Not very
efficient

Not very
efficient

Moderate

Moderate

success

success

Low Cost
£25 [5]

Expensive
£2500 [6]

Ground
Penetrating
Radar
DSP analysis
take hours to
complete

Contact point
with the water

Cannot
differentiate the

pipeline

buriedobject

Satisfactory

Over 80% [4]

Moderate
£400 [7]

Very Expensive
£8000 [8]

The listening stick [9] is a 1.5m (approximately) long rod made from stainless steel or
wood with a 10mm diameter wooden ear piece which is shown in Figure 1.2. This
technique allows the engineer to listen for the sound of escaping water from a water
distribution system by placing the listening stick on the mains or fittings through the
valves or hydrant. The leak noise is transmitted from the fitting to the engineer's ear.
This technique is reasonably low cost with a moderate successrate on metallic pipelines
but with poor result on non-metallic pipelines. This technique is time consuming and
not very efficient for the leak inspection.

, (a)

N)
Figure 1.2: Listening stick, (a) stainless steel, (b) wood [5]

The modern versions of the "listening stick" are called ground microphones [10] which
as shown in Figure 1.3. These devices are placed on the ground and amplify the sound

J. H. Goh
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produced by a leak to enable easier detection. These devices have many shapes and
sizes, but the device known as an `elephant's foot' is the most popular and are extremely
sensitive to identify the strongest leak noise and best leak location.

I
9

I.,

Figure 1.3: Ground Microphone & Listening Stick, Aquascope 3 [111

The acoustic [12,13] techniques are the most widely used in leak detection. They are
based on the continuous analysis of the pipeline pressure, flow, temperature and density.
The acoustic sensors are always placed either side of the leak at convenient access
points for example hydrants to determine the leak these variables need to be known, but
the wave speed for this technique is difficult to measuredue to the material properties of
the pipe are dependent upon temperature, so the wave speed can change from day to day.

Another example is by using a pressuresensor [14], the leak is suspectedwhen the
discrepancy pattern occurs between the calculated numerical model results and
measuredreal time values of pressureand flow at pipe ends, this is dependson its
inherent thresholds and exposed a high number of failure in accuracy availability.

J. H. Goh
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Theacousticfailed to perform optimally within the criteria of responsetime, robustness,
reliability, sensitivity, accuracy and cost [15]. Acoustics in water are characterized by

relatively low frequencieswhich are limited by attenuationand a relatively slow speed
of the propagation.The three primary mechanismswhich attenuateacousticsignals in
water are [ 16,17]:
¢ Spreadingloss: occurs when the transmitted signal expands across a larger
surfaceareaasthe signalpropagatesaway from the source.
¢ Absorption loss: occurs because of the conversion of the energy in the
propagatingsignal into heat,the absorptionloss of signalsis strongly frequency
dependentandincreaseswith frequency.
¢ Scatteringloss: occurs when the transmissionpower is lost due to reflections
from suspendedparticlesin the medium.

Ground penetratingradar [ 18,19,20]useslow frequencyEM wavesto createan image
of the subsurfaceby detectingthe reflected signalsfrom subsurfacestructureswhich as
shownin Figure 1.4.It transmitsthe EM wave into the ground,and when the wave hits
a buried object, the receiving antenna records a reflected signal. The ground penetrating

radar generally operateswith frequenciesbetween 10MHz and 1000MHz [21]. The
lower frequencieshave longer wavelengthswhich are able to penetrateto a greater
depth but provide lower resolution, allowing large size objectsto be detected.Shorter
wavelengthsenablelesspenetrationbut provide higher resolution,allowing smallersize
object to be detected[22]. The ground penetratingradar techniquecannotdifferentiate
whetherthe buried object is water, gas or oil pipeline and the digital signal processing
(DSP) [23] analysisrequired takes hours to complete.The water companiestherefore
still require a quick, cost justified, large scale method of identifying areasof actual
leakage.
J. H. Goh
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Figure 1.4: Ground penetrating radar [24,25]

Due to the limitation of the present technology this thesis outlines a new technique of
using electromagnetic wave propagation within the pipeline to detect defect at the
pipeline structure.

1.4 Electromagnetic Theory for Leak Detection
Water is transportedin cylindrical metal pipes. The metal pipe (castiron with concrete
lining) can be treated as a circular waveguide which is a particular form of electrical
transmission line that is generally used at microwave frequencies. The speed of an EM
wave travels in vacuum at 3x1 O' m/s, which is speed of light (c). The speedof an EM
wave is reduced by a factor sr1u,. when it travels through a material (medium), where
c, is the relative permittivity, and p,. is the relative permeability of the material. The
value of E, for the water at the frequencies considered is approximately 81 at
temperature around 20°C [26], Pr is 1, therefore, the speed of the EM wave in water is,
given by 1.1.
8

c,_L,,,,,,,, 10 3.33 10' /s
x
in
_
x,,,, _ ErfUr =3x811
x
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Therefore, when the pipe is filled with water it can operate at a lower frequency than the
pipe was empty; this is due to the speed of the EM wave in the two different mediums
(water and air).

The electrical power is transported through a metal pipe by means of electromagnetic
waves, which can take several different forms (modes), depending on the pipe
dimensions and the material properties inside. This determines how the electric and
magnetic fields appear in the pipeline and hence the operational frequency. The solid
line in Figure 1.5 represents electric field and the dotted line represents magnetic field
of the EM wave signal.

ý'
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ýý
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-------º
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Figure 1.5: Electromagnetic mode patterns in a circular waveguide [27]

The two most important modes in the circular waveguide are known as TE1i
(Transverse Electric) and the TMoi (Transverse Magnetic) modes. For a typical 4 inch
metal pipe, the so called cut off frequencies below which there is no propagation is
192MHz for the TE1i mode and 251 MHz for the TMoi mode. Consequently, between
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192MHz and 251MHz, only the TEI >mode can propagate. These modes and the cut off
frequencies for the 4 inch pipeline will be discussed in more detail in chapter 2.

1.5 Project Overview
The electromagnetic wave propagation method is applied and used for transmission
purposes in water. It is necessary to transmit a high frequency carrier between 240MHz
to 560MHz, and use the reflection signal IS111 to decide which water pipeline needs
further investigation. The frequency range for this system will be discussed in more
detail in chapter 5 and 6. Figure 1.6 shows the block diagram of the leak detection
system. The EM wave sensor in cylinder form is put into the buried 4 inch pipeline
through the hydrant.

Hydrant

Coaxial Cable

Spectrum /
Vector Network Analyser

Rx

4 inch
water pipes

Tx

Sensor
moveable

Figure 1.6: Block diagramof the leak detectionsystem
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The RF frequency sweeps from 240MHz to 560MHz using an RF integrated circuit.
Then the frequency is transmited to the water through the transmitter (Tx) and the signal

is receivedby the receiver(Rx), andthe separationbetweenthetransmitterandreceiver
should be at least 100mmbasedupon the industrial requirement.The sensoris moved
along the pipeline, using the carbon fibre push rod detectingthe pipe wall as it goes
along.The spectrumsfor the reflectionmagnitudeISiil and transmissionmagnitudeIS21I
are measuredby using a Vector Network Analyser (VNA) via the coaxial cable link
from the sensor.

1.6 Research Methodology
A literaturereview was carried out to understandthe existing technologiesfor pipeline
leak detectionas well as for EM theory, including waveguidesand antennas.Journal
papers,conferencepapersand books were used as the main sourcesof background
information.

The next stageof the project involved determiningthe best transmissionfrequencyin
the 4 inch pipeline both by calculationand.software simulation. This required learning
to use the HFSSsimulation software.This softwarewas usedto model a water pipe first
with a monopole, and then with a loop antennainside. The output included the IS11
(transmissionmagnitude)over a range of frequencies.
(reflected magnitude) and IS211
By using HFSS, to perform electromagnetic wave simulations of the cast iron water

pipe, it was possible to determine loss and resonantfrequencieswithin the pipeline.
Leakswere alsosimulatedand the resultswere comparedbetweenthe leak andnon-leak
conditions.HFSSwas alsousedto find the bestlength for the monopoleantenna.

J. H. Goh
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The was followed by a comprehensive set of experiments to identify the resonant

frequenciesof the cast iron pipes filled with water and to determinesuitablefrequency
sources,transmitterand receiversystems.This data was then comparedwith the HFSS
simulationresult. It was importantto characterisethe EM fields modesgeneratedwithin
the frequencyrangeand determinewhich were bestsuited to act asthe referencepoint
for the leak detection.

The next stepwas to setup a laboratorytest systemwith leak detection(predrilled holes)
to identify the signal spectrumexperimentally.It was necessaryto designand construct
a transmitterand receiver systemto fit inside the pipeline and operatewhen the water
was flowing past. This involved optimizing parameters including transmitter and

receiversizes,materialsand powerelectronics.

For the constructionof the prototype demonstrator,it was necessaryfor the sensorto
haveits own transmitterand receivercircuits with onboardprocessingpower in a single
housing.The systemwas linked to outsideworld by a coaxial cableand interfacedto a
laptop running LabVIEW software from National Instrument (NI) to display the signal
spectrum. The LabVIEW program was used to monitor the signal spectrum through the

NI Compaq Data Acquisition (DAQ). The Pearsoncorrelation method was used to
comparetwo datasetsandmakea decisionon whethera leak is presentor not.

The laboratory testing took place at the RF and Microwave lab in LJMU. A loop
antennawas used with an electronic circuit to sweep frequenciesin the 240MHz to
560MHz range.This frequencyrangewas the best for the 90 degreebent loop antenna
as will be discussedin chapter 6. Another reason for using this range is that the
componentsfor MHz frequenciesis always cheaperthan the gigahertz (GHz) range.
J. H. Goh
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Variations in the frequency responseof the reflection from the pipeline were then
comparedto the proximity of a fault.

The next stagewas an the industrial trial and the preliminary systemevaluation that
took place at Balfour Beatty in Derby, where they have a full scale industrial test rig.
This requiredthe PCB circuit boardon to which all of the electronic componentswere
connectedto be no largethan 65mm (length) x 20mm (width).

The new PCB boardfor the sensorwas usedfor final trials to prove that the systemwas
operationalin an industrial environment.This project required that the data from the
EM wave sensorat a certain position along the pipeline,be comparedwith data from a
pipeline with no leaks. The Pearsoncorrelation theory played a major role in this
experiment.This will be discussedin chapter4. All the readingswere displayedand
recordedusingLabVIEW. The LabVIEW programmeperformedthe analysisand gavea
recommendationbasedon the result obtained.This will be discussedin chapters7. The
EM wave sensorwas used for the final test for leak detection.The LabVIEW program
was used to monitoring how the microwave spectrumchangedat a leak. Finally, the
conclusionfor whole thesiswas written.

Summary
The presenttechnologyfor leak detectionsuchas acousticand groundpenetratingradar
techniques have limitations. Therefore, an EM waves technique was undertakento
propagateinside the water pipeline. This method has not been used in any previous
research.The main idea of this researchproject was to investigatethe effectivenessof
an EM wave leak detectionsensor,for locating leaks in 4 inch metallic pipelines. This
work also includedthe characterisationof leak signals in cast iron pipes, identification
J. H. Goh
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of necessary improvements to existing sensor and methods, and evaluation of the

potentialtechnologiesfor the industry.The smallerand uniquesensorwas designedand
put into the buried pipeline through a hydrant and the leak could be monitored and
detectedin real time. The project alsoinvolved extensivefield teststhat were carriedout
under controlled conditions at a specially constructed experimental leak detection
facility at Balfour Beatty. The EM characteristicsof leak signals were investigated,
these included frequencycontent and attenuationrate. The experimentaltest for leaks
signals were measured in the RF and Microwave research group laboratory at LJMU.

Finally, the potential for locating leaks using alternative EM waves technology was
evaluated.
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Chapter 2: Electromagnetic Waves

2.1 Electromagnetic Waves
Electromagnetic (EM) waves [28,29] are waves of energy that travel through the
vacuum at the speed of light, approximately c=3x108 m/s. EM waves consist of two
primary components, an electric (E) field and a magnetic (H) field. The electric field
and magnetic field oscillate in phase perpendicular to each other and perpendicular to
the direction of energy propagation (z) as shown in Figure 2.1. This is known as a
Transverse Electromagnetic (TEM) Wave.

Figure 2.1: Electromagnetic waves propagation in free space [30]

EM wavescan be visualisedasa sinewave.The distancea wave travels to completeone
cycle is known as the wavelength of the signal. If a periodic signal with a frequency

J. H. Goh
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(f) travels at the speedof light (c) then the wavelength(A) is given by equation2.1.
,
C

(2.1)

f

In vacuum and air, the speedof light is approximately3x 10$m/s, but the speedof an
EM wave is reduced by a factor JE,µ, when passingthrough other materials.The
effect on the wavelengthis shownin equation2.2.
_C

JSr

Pr f

(2.2)

where c, is the relative permittivity, and eu,is the relativepermeability.As thesevalues
have a minimum value of 1.

2.2 Maxwell's Equations
Maxwell's equations[31] describethe relation of the electric and magneticfield to each
other andto the position andmotion of chargedparticles.Maxwell's equationsrelatethe
electric and magnetic fields to their sources,charge density and current density. The
equationscan be combinedto show that light is an electromagneticwave. The general
four fundamentalelectromagneticequationsare [32],
V. D=p

(2.3)

V"B=O

(2.4)

v"E=-aB

(2.5)

V. H=J+

J. H. Goh
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In the above equations, the E representsthe electric field in volt per metre (Vm-1) and H
represents the magnetic field in ampere per metre (Am-1). D is electric displacement
field in coulomb per square metre (Cm"2) and B is the magnetic flux density in tesla (T).
J is the electric current density in ampere per square metre (Am"2) and p is the electric
charges density in coulomb per cubic metre (Cm'3).

Equation 2.3 is the Gauss'sLaw [33] describeshow an electric field is generatedby
electric charges.Chargeswith opposite signs attract each other, and chargeswith the
samesign repel each other which is shown in Figure 2.2. The electric field tends to
point away from positive chargesand towardsnegativecharges.

(D

00
00
Figure2.2: Gauss'slaw [34]

Equation2.4 is the Gauss'sLaw for magnetism[35] describesthe total magneticfield B
through any closed surface is always zero. The magnetic field B is defined as the
direction that the north pole to southpole on a magnetbar which as shownin Figure 2.3.

Equation 2.5 is the Ampere's Law [36] describedthat magneticfields can be generated
by electrical current. The direction of magneticfield is dependsto the current that can
be found using the right hand rule as shown in Figure 2.4. If the thumb points in the
direction of the current,then the fingers showthe direction of the magneticfield.
J. H. Goh
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Figure 2.3: Gauss's law for magnetism [37]

1

Electriccurrent I

I

Magnetic field

ý`(ý\

7wB
-Figure 2.4: Ampere's law [38]

Equation 2.6 is the Faraday's Law [39,40] described how a changing magnetic field can
create an electric field as shown in Figure 2.5. The needle of galvanometer moves when
the magnet is moving backward and forward. This indicated that a current is induced in
the coil. The needle immediately returns to zero when the magnet is not moving.
J. H. Goh
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Figure 2.5: Faraday's law [41 ]

2.3 The Electromagnetic Spectrum
Figure 2.6 shows the electromagnetic wave spectrum, the EM radiation [42] depends on
its wavelength, the higher frequency have shorter wavelength, and lower frequency
have longer wavelength.

Frequency (Hertz)
3x1020

3x1019

3 x10'6

3 x10"

3 x10'2

3x108

3x1010

3x10°

103
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0.0010.01 0.>

1

10 100 1

nm
Visible

0.35

0.4

10

10 100 11

µm

0.5
Wavelength (pm)
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1
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0.6

10 100 1
m

km

0.7

Figure 2.6: Electromagnetic waves spectrum [43]

Normally, EM radiation is classified by wavelength into radio waves, microwaves,
infrared, visible light, ultraviolet, X-rays and gamma rays. The visible regions have
J. H. Goh
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wavelengths ranging from 350nm to 700nm, the violet light has a wavelength 350nm

andthe red light has a wavelengthof 700nm.

Table2.1: Classificationof frequencybands[44]
Frequency

Wavelength

Name (Frequency)

Class

3Hz - 30Hz

100000km-10000km

Extremely Low

ELF

30Hz - 300Hz

10000km- 1000km

SuperLow

SLF

300Hz- 3kHz

1000km-100km

Ultra Low

ULF

3kHz - 30kHz

100km-10km

Very Low

VLF

30kHz - 300kHz

10km- lkm

Low

LF

300kHz- 3MHz

lkm - loom

Medium

MF

3MHz - 30MHz

loom -l Om

High

HF

30MHz - 300MHz

l Om- lm

Very High

VHF

300MHz - 3GHz

Im - 10cm

Ultra High

UHF

3GHz - 30GHz

10cm-l cm

SuperHigh

SHF

30GHz - 300GHz

lcm - lmm

Extremely High

EHF

300GHz- 3THz

lmm -100µm

Far Infrared

FIR

3THz - 30THz

100µm-10µm

ModerateInfrared

MIR

30THz - 300THz

10µm-1µm

Near Infrared

NIR

300THz- 3PHz

1gm -100nm

Near Ultraviolet

NUV

3PHz- 30PHz

100nm-l Onm

ExtremeUltraviolet

EUV

30PHz- 300PHz

10nm- lmn

Soft X-rays

SX

300PHz- 3EHz

lnm -100pm

3EHz - 30EHz

100pm-10pm

Hard X-rays

HX

30EHz- 300EHz

l0pm - lpm

GammaRay

Y
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Table 2.1 shows the classificationof frequency bands.Most microwave systemsare
locatedin the 300 MHz to 30 GHz range.High atmosphericabsorptionexistsat some
frequenciesin the 30-300GHz range. However between these absorption frequency
rangesthere are transmissionwindows. For example,Missile seekerradarsuse such a
window at 94GHz [45]. With continuing advances in microwave devices more and more

microwave systemsare being developedin the millimetre portion of the microwave
band.

2.4 Characteristic Impedance of Free Space
Characteristicimpedance[46,47] of free space(rho)is definedasthe ratio of the electric
field (E) to the magneticfield (H). The unit of the electric field is volts per meter(V/m),
and the unit of the magneticfield is amperesper meter(A/m). Therefore,the ratio E/H
is a constanthaving the dimensionsof V/A or ohms. In free space,the characteristic
impedance (i7o) is given by equation 2.7 [48].

Roo=

(2.7)

where po is the constantfor permeability of free spacewhich is 4,r x 10-' H/m and
so is the constantfor permittivity of free spacewhich is 8.854x 10-12F/m, therefore,
4,rx10-7
1o-=
8.854x 10-12_3770

2.5 Polarisation
The polarisation [49] of EM wavesdescribesthe time-varying behaviourof the electric
field intensity vector at a given point in space.There are three types of polarisation
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which are:
¢ Linear polarisation
¢ Circular polarisation
¢

Elliptical polarisation

Since linear and circular polarizations are different forms of an ellipse, they are
sometimes all referred to as elliptical polarisation.

2.5.1 Linear Polarisation
In linear polarisation the electric field can be described by one or two components (Eý
and Ey) that are exactly in phase. The ratio of the strengths of the two components is
constant; therefore, the direction of the electric vector (the vector sum of these two
components) is constant, and the vector traces out a single line as shown in Figure 2.7.

Z

Z;l

rý`

Figure 2.7: Linear polarisation [50]
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2.5.2 Circular Polarisation
In circular polarisation the two electric field components have exactly the same
amplitude and are exactly 90° out of phase. When one component is zero and another
component is at maximum or minimum amplitude, therefore, the electric vector traces
out a circle as shown in Figure 2.8.

Z

Ele
Fie

Figure 2.8: Circular polarisation [51]

2.5.3 Elliptical Polarisation
In elliptical polarisation the two components electric field are not in phase, and either do
not have the same amplitude or are not 90° out of phase, though their phase offset and

their amplitude ratio are constant,therefore,the electric vector tracesan ellipse in the
plane as shown in Figure 2.9.

J. H. Goh
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Figure 2.9: Elliptical polarisation [52]

Therefore, the difference between linear, circular and elliptical polarisation is a phase
difference (0) between the two components. When 0=0

linear polarized, when 0=±Z

0#±

or 0= is (180°) , they are

(±90°) they are circular polarized and when O: 0,
-,

(180°) they are elliptical polarized.
(±90°) or 0 :P,
- ;r

2.6 Transmission Lines
Transmissionline [53] is the material medium or structure that is used to transmit
energyand guide wave electromagneticfields from the sourceto the destination.The
electrically long wires can act asantennasas shownin Figure2.10, radiating power into
their surroundingsand picking up electromagneticinterference [54]. Two conductor
transmission lines with a uniform geometry such as coaxial lines and parallel wire lines
are used to minimize these effects and their general behaviour is more predictable. The
three main type of transmission lines are coaxial cable, microstrip and waveguide.

J. H. Goh
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"""

Source

Destination

"""
z+oo

z
Figure 2.10: Transmission line

2.6.1 Coaxial Cable
Coaxial cable [55] is an electrical cable consisting of an inner conductor surrounded by
an insulating material layer with a high dielectric constant; both the inner conductor and
the insulator are surrounded by conductive layer called the shield (outer conductor).
Finally the shield is covered by another insulating layer such as a plastic sheath as
shown in Figure 2.11.

plastic sheath
dielectric insulator

metallic shield

centre core

Figure 2.11: Coaxial cable [56]
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The advantagefor the coaxial cable is that the signal only exists betweenthe inner
conductor and outer conductor; this allows a coaxial cable to be installed next to another

conductor, and provides protection of the signal from external electromagnetic
interference.

Figure 2.12 showsthe internal dimensionsof a coaxial cable.The internal dimensions
for the coaxial cable are commonly labelled by letters `a' and `b', where `a' is the
internal radius for inner conductorand `b' is the internal radius to the outer conductor.
Generally,if the loss of the coaxial line can be consideredvery small, the characteristic
impedance Zo is given by equation 2.8 [57]. rhois characteristic impedance of free space

and c, is the relativepermittivity of the insulatingmaterial.
Zo =1L
2r
Zo _

b
In
ca

(2.8)

X70 In b_ 60 In b
2 s,
aa £ir

Figure 2.12:Dimensionfor coaxial cable[58]
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Figure2.13:TEM modein coaxial cable [59]
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Figure 2.14: Field, chargeand currentdistributionsalong the coaxial cable [60]
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Figure 2.13 shows the TEM mode in a coaxial cable. When the circuit dimensions
approachthat of the wavelengthinsteadof usingvoltageand currentwaveforms,E field
and H field are more appropriate.The electric field (E) lines in coaxial cablego from
one conductor to the other and must join the conductors at right angles, and the
magneticfields (H) are circular. The electric and magneticfield lines are as shown in
Figure 2.13. The solid lines representthe electric field, the dotted lines representthe
magneticfield and the current (i) in the coaxial cable is representedby the symbols
positive (+) and negative(-). Figure 2.14 showsthe distributions of field, chargeand
currentalong the coaxial cable, `z' is the direction of propagationof the EM power,and
? is the wavelengthof EM waves.

2.6.2 Microstrip
Microstrip [61] is useful becauseit can be fabricated using standardprinted circuit
board(PCB) techniques.It allows the combinationof transmissionlines with electronic
devices such as resistors, capacitors, inductors and transistors. The advantage of
microstrip transmission lines is that it simplifies the problem of making many
connections in a complex RF- or microwave circuit. Microstrip [62] consists of a
conductor,an insulator, and a flat plate called the ground plan which shown in Figure
2.15. Microstrip is like a coaxial cable that has been cut and laid out flat so that the
ground plane on the bottom is like the outer conductor.The strip on the top is like the
inner conductor,andthe spacebetweenthe conductorandgroundplane is the insulator.
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Figure 2.15: Microstrip transmission lines [63]

2.7 General Transmission Line Equations
A uniform transmission line [64] is a distributed system, as every bit of length
introduces some capacitance and some inductance. In a real transmission cable, the

conductorwill not be perfectand thereforeit will have some resistanceper unit length
(R), and the dielectric which separatesthe conductorswill not be a perfectinsulator and
thereforewill havesomeconductanceper unit length (G).

Figure 2.16 shows the equivalent electric circuit of a very short section (&) of

transmissionline, where,
R is series resistance per unit length, in Q/m
L is series inductance per unit length, in H/m
G is shunt conductance per unit length, in S/m
C is shunt capacitance per unit length, in F/m

The voltage v and the current i are functions of distance z as well as of time t. The
& is very small distance of length when the transmission line is divide into many
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(almostinfinite) short segmentwhich is much smallerthanthe wavelength.

+

+

z, t)

v(

z

z+&

Figure 2.16: Equivalent circuit of a transmission line

By Kirchhoff's VoltageLaw (KVL),
v(z, t) =R &zi(z, t) +L Sz

al (zt)

+ v(z + Sz,t)

(2.9)

By Kirchhoff's CurrentLaw (KCL),

i(z,t) =c (z+&,t)+c& a`'(Zet&'t)
+i(z+&,t)

(2.10)

then,
y=a+

j/3 = (R + jwL)(G + jwC)

(2.11)

y is the propagation constant whose real and imaginary parts, a is the attenuation
constant,in Np/m, and ß is the phaseconstant,in rad/m, of the transmissionline. V
and I+ arethe forward travelling wave, V- and I- are backwardtravelling wave.
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The ratio of the voltage and the current at any distancez for an infinitely long line is
independentof distancez is known asthe characteristicimpedanceZO.
/R+JWL
Z° _

(2.12)

G+ jc. C

The generalexpressionsfor the characteristicimpedanceZOin equation 3.4 and the
propagationconstanty in equation2.12 are relatively complicated.In the losslessline
case,R=0 and G=O,

(a) characteristicimpedanceZo,
O+ jaL
0+ jwc'

Z_0

Fc
jroL
jcoc _

(2.13)

(b) propagation constant y,

Y=

(jwL)(jwC) = jw LC

y=a+jß

a=0,
,3=w

LC

(2.14)

(c) phasevelocity vp
,
vp __w_
ßw

w_1
LC

LC

(2.15)

If a load impedanceZL is placed at the end of the transmission line and make the
position z=0, then the equation,
J. H. Goh
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V(0) V+ +V
1(0) - V+
zo -v-zo

ZL(V+ - V)
V+ZL

V+(ZL

-V

-

ZL

ZO)

=Z0(V
-V+ZO

-V(ZL

Z

V+ +V° V+
-V-

(2.16)

+V )
+V

-ZO

+Z0)

When a transmissionline is terminated in a load impedanceZL different from the
characteristicimpedanceZO, both the incident wave and a reflected wave exist The
ratio V-/V + of the complex amplitudesof the reflectedand incident voltagewaves at
the loadis known asload reflection coefficient I'L [65], therefore,
FL =

V- (Z
Zo)
_LV+ (ZL +Zo)

(2.17)

2.8 Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR)
The reflection coefficient r is a complex number describing both the magnitudeand
phaseof the reflected signal with the imaginary part of the reflection coefficient F set
to zero, a real part of reflection coefficient of `1' represents a perfect open circuit, a

reflection coefficient of `-1' representsa perfect short circuit and reflection coefficient
of `0' is representsa perfect match with the load impedanceZL = ZO. Therefore, no
reflection will occur in this case which is the aim in most systems.The reflection
coefficientis relatedto the voltagestandingwave ratio (VSWR).

The VSWR [66] is the ratio of maximum voltage to minimum voltageon a line, which
indicates how good the impedancematch is. A VSWR of `1' representsa perfect
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matched line and this number increasesfor a poorly matched line which represents
wastedenergy.The VSWR andthe reflectedpower are a different way of expressingthe
same thing. The relationship between VSWR and reflection coefficient is shown in
equation 2.18 [67].

Vmax
1=1+Irl
vswx=lIVminlHIFI

(2.18)

VSWR is the mismatchratio of power availablefrom an ideal sourceto the power in the
mismatchedload. The VSWR was usedto known whetherthe antennais matchto 5052
(common used), if not, the matching circuit might be applied and make the antenna
matchto 5052.

2.9 Waveguide
Waveguide[68] is a hollow conducting tube to contain the EM energy and usually
constructed in rectangular or circular cross section. There are two most common types

of waveguides,rectangularandcircular.

2.9.1 Rectangular Waveguide
Figure 2.17 showsthe rectangularwaveguide [69,70]. The internal dimensionsfor the
rectangularwaveguide are commonly labelled by letters `a' and `b', where `a' is the
width and `b' is the heightof the waveguide.

Different configurationsof the E field and H field can exist in a waveguideand these
are known as modes.The two types of modesthat usually exist in the waveguidesare
transverseelectric (TE) and transversemagnetic (TM) modes.The difference between
the two types is defined by the component of the wave which is transverseto the
J. H. Goh
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direction of propagation.TE modes only have a magnetic field componentand no
electric field component in the direction of propagation.TM modes only have an
electric field component and no magnetic field component in the direction of
propagation.Figure 2.18 is explainedthe subscriptnotation that often used to express
more information aboutthe modefor the EM wavespropagationin waveguide.

Z

" ýý
Figure 2.17: Rectangularwaveguide[71]

TE

Xy 4

Numberof field maxima
along the `b' dimension

Number of field maxima
alongthe `a' dimension
Figure 2.18:An explanationfor mode subscriptnotationwhich usedin waveguide

Figure 2.19 andFigure 2.20 showsa few of the configurationsfor TE and TM modesin
rectangularwaveguide.The most common and fundamentalmode is TEIG.The solid
lines in Figure 2.19 representthe direction of the electric field and the dotted lines in
Figure 2.20 representthe direction of the magneticfield.
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Figure 2.19: TE modes in rectangular waveguide [72,73]
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Figure 2.20: TM modes in rectangular waveguide [74]
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2.9.2 Circular Waveguide
Figure 2.21 showsa circular waveguide[75,76] and the internal radius for the circular
waveguideis labelled by letter `a'. Different modesof propagationalso exist in circular
waveguidewith eachmodedescribinga uniquefield configuration.

Z

Figure 2.21: Circular waveguide[77]

Figure 2.22 shows some possible configurations for TE and TM modes in circular
waveguide.The solid lines in Figure 2.22 representthe direction of the electric field and
the dotted representthe direction of the magneticfield.
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Figure 2.22:TE and TM modein circular waveguide[78,79]

TE or transverseelectric modeshave electric fields in the transverseplane acrossthe
waveguide.The magneticfield in the TE modesruns both transverselyandaxially along
the waveguide.The TM or transversemagneticmodeshave magneticfields that exist
only in the transversecrosssectionof the guide, whereasthe electric fields extendin the
transverseand axial directions along the guide. The cut-off frequencyfor each mode
dependson the diameterof the waveguide.

The equation for the cut-off frequency given by Pozar [80] for the TE modes of a
circular waveguideis,
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Pvnm

ýCm
2

%rQ

(2.18)

pf

where a is the radius of the circular waveguide and the values of p'nmfor TE modes
are shownin Table2.2.

Table2.2: Valuesof p',,, for TE modesof a circular waveguide
n

p 'nI

P 'n2

0

3.832

7.016

10.174

1

1.841

5.331

8.536

2

3.054

6.706

9.970

p'n3

The equationfor cut-off frequencygiven by Pozar [81] for the TM modesof a circular
waveguideis,
Pnm

ýýýý=

(2.19)

2iraJ

where a is the radius of the circular waveguide and the valuesof pnmfor TM modes
are shownin Table2.3.

Table2.3: Valuesof p, for TM modesof a circular waveguide
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n

Pn/

Pn2

Pn3

0

2.405

5.520

8.654

1

3.832

7.016

10.174

2

5.135

8.417

11.620
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2.10 Scattering Parameters (S-Parameters)
Scattering parameters or S-parameters [82,83] are another way of specifying return loss
and insertion loss. Figure 2.23 shows RF or microwave signals entering and exiting a
cavity in both directions. If an RF or microwave signal is incident on the input side of
the cavity, some of the signal is reflected and some is transmitted through the cavity.
The ratio of the reflected signal to the incident signal is the reflection coefficient. The
ratio of the transmitted signal to the incident signal is the transmission coefficient.

Port 1

Port 2

MMýMMMONS21

-MR

S12
S

S22

Figure2.23: Block diagramfor S-parameter

In Figure 2.23, the reflection and transmission coefficients are specified in both
directions as follows:
Port 1: Input Port
Port 2: Output Port
S11:

Input reflection coefficient

S12:

Reverse transmission coefficient

S21:

Forward transmission coefficient

S22:

Output reflection coefficient

S11is the signal reflected at input port I as a ratio of the signal incident at the same
input port I. S12is the signal exiting at input port I as a ratio of the signal incident at
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output port 2. S21is the signal exiting at output port 2 asa ratio of the signal incident at
input port 1. S22is the signal reflected at input port 2 as a ratio of the signal incident at
the same input port 2.

The transmittedand reflectedwave will generallyhavea changein amplitudeandphase
from the incident wave. Normally, the transmittedand the reflectedwave will be at the
samefrequencyasthe incident wave. The S-parametersare complexbecausethey have
magnitudeandphase.The real part is the magnitudeandthe imaginarypart is the phase
angle. Quite often only the magnitude is referred to as it is most interest. Both the
magnitudeand phasechangeif the input frequency,load impedance,sourceimpedance
and the size of the cavity is change.Generally,only the S1,and the S21parameterwere
measured for this project.

2.11 Water Pipe as Transmission Line
In this project, the water is transported through metal pipes with a circular cross section.

The metal pipe can consideredas a circular waveguide.The metal pipe can still act as a
waveguide if the metal pipe is full filled of water. In this situation, the minimum
frequencythat propagatesthroughthe water pipe is much lower by 192MHz. The cutis becauseof the high
off frequencyis nine times lower than that of an empty pipe, this
dielectric constant(c1)of water which is approximately81 at temperaturearound20°C
[26], therefore E, = 81 = 9. This value is temperaturedependantbut the temperature
for undergroundwater is nearlyconstant.

Severaldifferent modesoccur when RF power is propagatedthrough a water pipe. The
two most common modes in the circular waveguideare the TEI1 mode and the TMo1
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mode. These two modes in circular water pipes are different from electromagnetic
wavesin free spacebecausethey haveto be higher than a certainminimum frequencyin
orderto be ableto propagatethrough the water pipe basedupon the pipe diameter.The
cut-off frequencyfor TE11modefor the 4 inch metal pipe can be calculatedby usingthe
equation2.18,the radiusfor the metal pipe is 50.8mmandthe valuefor p'

from Table

2.2 is 1.841,therefore,
Pll

fcýý

__2

f

p-Oco x

1.841
_
1,21r x50.8x10-3 4g x10-' x8.854x10-12x81

ff11 192MHz

The cut-off frequencyfor TMo1mode for the 4 inch metal pipe can be calculatedby
using the equation2.19, the radius for the metal pipe is 50.8mm and the value for pol
from Table 2.3 is 2.405, therefore,
Poi

ýcpý
2

polo

-x--,
2.405

21rx50.8x10-3 47rx10-' x8.854x10-12x81
fýoý 25 1MHz

Therefore, for a typical 4 inch metal pipe, there is no propagationbelow the cut-off
frequency of 192MHz for the TE11 mode and 251MHz for the TM0I mode.
Consequently,only the TE11mode can propagateat frequenciesbetween192MHz and
251MHz.
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The propagationof electromagneticwavesthroughthe water pipe was affectedby the
purity of the drinking water, and the propagation will also depend on the type of

materialwhich is usedto fabricatethe pipes.If the materialfor the pipe is castiron, then
being a ferromagneticit will have a high permeability.Therefore,the ohmic lossesin
the walls of the waveguidecould be large,unlessthe permeabilitydrops to a low value
at high frequency.

To generate the TE, I mode in the water pipe, a monopole antenna or a probe has to be
inserted transversely into the pipe. The design of the monopole antenna has been
investigated using High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) software and will be
discussedin chapter 4.

Summary
Maxwell's equationswhich can be usesto describeEM waves can be solvedby using
the simulation software HFSS for a particular set of boundaries conditions. The
frequencythat was usedfor this project was between240MHz and 560MHz due to the
physical propertiesof the pipes andthe water,this will be discussedfurther in chapter5
and 6. Only a single wave whereusedfor propagationin the water pipe, henceonly the
linear polarisationwas createdwhen the wavesis travelling along the pipeline. Coaxial
cablesare used for the wave transmissionbetweenthe antennasand the sourceand the
detector.The transmissionline equationto explain this processand the importanceof
matching has been included. It was necessaryto understandthe simpler rectangular
cavity modesprior to considering the more complex circular cavity modes. The TE11
and TMOImodeshave beenused in the circular water pipe becauseof thesetwo modes
have a better resonancepeak comparedto other modes.The cut-off frequencyfor the
TE11modeis at 192MHzand for TM0I mode is at 251MHz.
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Chapter 3: Antenna
3.1 Antenna
An antennais madeusing a conductorand is generallyin the form of a rod or wire that
is used for radiating or receiving radio waves [84]. It acts as a transitional structure
betweena guiding device such astransmissionline and free space.In this way they are
unlike transmissionlines, which are designedto preventthe field radiatingaway.

The transmitterradiateselectromagneticenergyinto free spaceand the receivercollects
electromagnetic energy from free space [85]. The same antenna design can be used for

transmission or reception. Every antenna will have a certain amount of radiation
resistancealso known as antenna impedance.For the best condition operation, the
transmitter and receiver should be matched to the antenna impedance.Mismatched
componentswill result in signal reflection, a VSWR >1 and a loss of transmission
power.Many typesof antennaare designedwith a 5052impedancewhich is standardfor
RF and microwave systems. The matching network can be used for mismatch
componentto achievea matchto the 5052antennaimpedance.

Most antennasare resonantdeviceswhich operateefficiently over the relative frequency
bandwidths.Power is radiatedmore readily at high frequenciesbecausethe wavelength
is comparablewith the dimensionsof the antenna,and chargesare acceleratedto a
greaterextentbecauseof the fasterchangesin the electric field.

The characteristicsof an antennaare determinedby the shape,size and the material
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used.The three most commontypes of antennaare the monopole,loop and microstrip
patch antenna.

3.2 Monopole Antenna
The dipole [86,87] antennais made by a two wire transmissionline, where the two
currentsin the conductorsare of sinusoidaldistribution and equal in amplitude and in
oppositedirection.No radiationoccursfrom the transmissionline for the dipole antenna
due to the canceling effects as shown in Figure 3.1, the currents in the angle of the
dipole are in the same direction and they will produce radiation in the horizontal
direction.The lengthof this antennais equalto half of its wavelength.

X/2
ti

Y
x

Figure 3.1: Dipole antenna[88]

A monopole [89,90] antennais a type of radio antennaformed by replacing a dipole
antennawith a ground plane. Figure 3.2 shows the monopole antennaresult from
applyingthe imagetheory to the dipole. According to this theory,the combinationof the
elementandits imageactsidentically to a dipole of length L if a groundplane is placed
below a single elementof length L/2 except that the radiation occursonly in the space
abovethe plane. Therefore, the monopoleantennabehaveslike a dipole if the ground
plane is largeenough.
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Monopole antenna
Ground plane

V2
Image

Y

'

Figure 3.2: Monopole antenna

The directivity for the monopole antenna is doubled and the radiation resistanceis
halved comparedto the dipole antenna [91]. Therefore, a half wave dipole can be
approximatedby a quarter wave monopole.The monopole antennais very useful for
mobile antennaswherethe groundplane can be a car body or the mobile phonehandset
casefor example.

Z

Y

Figure 3.3: Radiationpatternof monopoleantenna

Monopole antennas [92] have a low input resistanceand the directive gain with
referenceto an isotropic antennais 5.l9dBi where the gain is twice for a half wave
J. H. Goh
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dipole antennawhich is 3dBi. The radiation pattern [93] for the monopoleantennais
shownin Figure 3.3.The wavelengthof the monopoleantennais given by equation3.1,
A=

(3.1)

4

where L is the length of the monopoleantennain metres (m), and the frequencyof
monopoleantennais given in equation3.2
fý _C

(3.2)

3.3 Loop Antenna
The loop antennais a directional type antennawhich consistsof one or more complete
turns of a conductor[94]. There are many different forms for the loop antenna,such as
rectangle,square,triangle, ellipse, circle, etc. Figure 3.4 showsa circular loop antenna
with radius r. A loop antenna has a continuous conducting path leading from one
conductorof a two wire transmissionline to the other conductor.All planar loops are
directionalantennaswith a sharpnull.

Figure3.4: Circular loop antenna
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A small loop antenna [95] is considered less than a quarter of a wavelength in
circumference. Most directional receiving loops are about 1/10 of a wavelength. The
small loop is also known as magnetic loop because it is more sensitive to the magnetic

componentof the electromagneticwave.

The loop antennahas a very low radiation resistancebecauseit acts as an inductive
componentlike a large inductor. The advantagesof the loop antennais that it strongly
respondsto the magneticfield (H) of the EM waves, and is less affectedby the manmadeinterferencebecauseit has a strongelectric field (E). The loop antennaalsopicks
up less noise,providing a bettersignalto noiseratio (SNR).

Figure 3.5 showsthe radiation pattern of a circular loop antenna.The radiationpattern
of the antennais the strength of the radiated field in different directions at a constant
distancefor the antenna.The loop antennahas identical radiationpatternswith E and H
interchanged.Therefore,the horizontal loop is horizontallypolarized.

Axis

H
t
V, 'E
RadiationPattern

f

Loop Antenna

Figure 3.5: Radiationpatternof loop antenna[96]

The wavelengthof the loop antennais givenby equation3.3 [97],

A =;!d
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where d is the diameter of the loop antenna in metres (m), and the equation for the
frequency of a loop antenna is the same as equation 3.2.

3.4 Microstrip Patch Antenna
The basic concept of a microstrip patch antenna [98,99] is driven against a ground plane
which as shown in Figure 3.6. Normally, the simplest patch antenna uses a patch with
the dielectric loading included over a larger ground plane separated by a constant

thicknessand their dielectric substrateare usually in the range2.2 < e, < 12. The largest
ground planes will produce more stable patterns and lower environmentalsensitivity
and this will courseto make the antennabigger. This is not uncommonfor the ground
plane to be larger than the active patch.

Patch

Ground Plane
Figure 3.6: Microstrip patch antenna

This antenna can be fed via coaxial cable or waveguide transmission arrangement. The
advantages for patch antenna are possible to generating sum and difference radiation

patternsand this approachhas beenusedwith both semicircularandrectangularpatches
in combination. The disadvantagesfor this antennaare a low-profile, low gain, low
power, low efficiency and narrow frequencybandwidth. The patch antennais suitable
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for planar and nonplanarsurfaces,simple and low cost to manufactureusing modern
printed circuit technology.Patchantennasare simple to fabricate and easy to modify
and customize. When a particular patch shapeand mode are selected,they are very
versatilein terms of resonantfrequency,polarization,patternandimpedance.

3.5 Directivity and Gain
The directivity is a measurementof the concentrationof radiatedpower in a particular
direction. The directivity of an antennahas beendefined by [ 100,101] as "the ratio of
the radiation intensity in a given direction from the antennato be radiation intensity
averagedover all directions". The directivity of a nonisotropicsourceis equal to the
ratio of its radiation intensity in a given direction, over that of an isotropic source.The
directivity is given in equation3.4 [102],
U
U;

41rU
P

(3.4)

where, D is the directivity of the antennain decibelrelative to isotropic radiator(dBi)
U is the radiationintensity of the antennain Watts(W) per solid angle
U; is the radiation intensityof an isotropic source
Pt is the total radiatedpowerin Watts(W)

Antennagain is a parameterwhich closely relatedto the directivity of the antenna.The
gain of an antennahas beendefined by [103] as "the ratio of the radiation intensity in a
given direction from the antennato the total in put power acceptedby the antenna
divided by 4n". If the direction is not specified,the direction of maximum radiation is
implied. The gain is given in equation3.5 [104],
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ZJ_ P D=7leD
Gg _4;
Pal
- pin

(3.5)

where, Gg is the gain of the antennain decibel(dB)
P;,,is the total input power acceptedby the antennain watt (W)
ryeis the radiation efficiency factor of the antenna(equation3.6) and is the ratio
of the radiatedpowerto the input power acceptedby the antenna.
pt
pin

(3.6)

3.6 Antenna Used for the Project
A monopole antennawith a length of 50mm and a loop antennawith a diameter of
28mm were used in this project. The material for the antennawas copper and the
conductivity is 5.8x107S/rn [105]. The reasonfor using 50mm monopoleantennawill
be discussedmore detail in chapter4 and those for the 28mm diameterloop antenna
will be discussedin chapter5. Figure 3.7 showsthe monopoleantennathat was usedin
this project.

The wavelengthof this monopoleantennacan be calculatedby using the equation3.1.
Therefore,
A=
4
A= 4(0.05) = 0.2m

The frequencyof this monopoleantennacan be calculatedby usingthe equation3.2,
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3x108
0.2 =1.5GHz

f. _

If the monopole antenna is in water, then the wavelength of this antenna is reduced by a
factor

E,µ, , where sr is the relative permittivity in F/m,

permeability in H/m.

and ,u, is the relative

The e, for the water at room temperature is 81 and µ, is 1. The

conductivity for fresh water is 0.01 S/m [105]. Therefore, the frequency in water can be
calculated as,
c_
sr, u,

3x108
81x1 x0.2

=167MHz

Figure 3.7: Monopole antenna with 50mm of length

The monopoleantennashownin Figure 3.7 was connectedto a VNA via a coaxial cable
which as shownin Figure 3.8. The water tank is filled with water and the measurement
for the antenna was taken in air and water. Figure 3.9 shows the reflection magnitude
IS1 I for the antenna in air. The best transmission frequency for this monopole antenna
was found to be 1.55G11z,which is close to the theoretical frequency of 1.5GHz.
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Coaxial Cable

Water Tank
Figure 3.8: Experimental for antenna measurement
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Figure 3.9: Reflection magnitude IS11Ifor monopole antenna in atmosphere

Figure 3.10 shows the reflection magnitude ISI>I for a monopole antenna in water. The
best transmission frequency for this monopole antenna in water was 160MHz. and from
the theoretical frequency is 167MHz, this is because of the relative permittivity and the
temperature (16°C) for the water is slightly different in practical, and the monopole
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antenna which made is not perfectly straight enough, but the 160MHz from practical is
consider acceptable.
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Figure 3.10: ReflectionmagnitudeISI>Ifor monopoleantennain water

Figure 3.11 shows the loop antenna that was used in this project. The wavelength of this
loop antenna can be calculated using equation 3.3. Therefore,

A= Ord= 7r(0.028)= 0.088m

The frequency of this loop antennacan be calculated by using the equation 3.2,

f

3x10'=3.4GHz
0.088

Then, the frequency in water can be calculated as,

c_
su, -ý
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Figure 3.11: Loop antenna with 28mm of diameter

Again, the loop antenna shown in Figure 3.11 was attached to the VNA to see the
reflection magnitude IS11Ifor loop antenna in atmosphere. The best transmission
frequency for this loop antenna was 3.4GHz as shown in Figure 3.12, which is exactly
same as the theoretical frequency.
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Figure 3.12: Reflection magnitude ISIII for loop antenna in atmosphere
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Figure 3.13 shows the reflection magnitude IS11Ifor loop antenna in water. The best
transmission frequency for this loop antenna in water was 360MHz. This different from
the theoretical frequency (379MHz), because of the relative permittivity

and the

temperature (16°C) for the water is slightly different in practical, and the loop antenna
which was made is not perfectly circular, but the 360MHz from practical is consider
acceptable.
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Figure 3.13: Reflection magnitude IS for loop antenna in water
III

Summary
The simple monopole antenna was used for the initial experimental results and for
understanding how the EM wave propagates through water. These results were then
repeated using a loop antenna. RF antennas do not radiate equally in all directions, so
actual directivity

pattern depends on its shape, its size and the environment. The

directivity can be shown using a polar diagram. This is normally a two dimensional plot
around an antenna showing the intensity of the radiation at each point for a particular
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plane.The peakfrequencyfor the 50mm monopoleantennawas 167MHzby calculation,
and 160MHz by experiment, a 4.2% difference. For the loop antenna which had a
diameter of 28mm, the peak frequency was 379MHz by calculation, but 360MHz by
experiment, a 5% difference. Therefore, there is good agreement for the best

transmissionfrequencybetweenthe theoreticalcalculationandexperimentalresults.
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Chapter 4: High Frequency Structure

Simulator (HFSS) and LabVIEW
4.1 High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS)
High FrequencyStructure Simulator (HFSS) is a 3D full wave electromagneticfield
simulation software which can be used to designed RF structures [106]. The advantage

of HFSS is that it allows complex geometriesto be created.HFSS can also be used to
design IC packages, PCB interconnects, antennas and RF and microwave components.

The outputs of HFSS include S-parameter,Full-Wave SPICE extraction and 3D
electromagneticfield simulation [107].

Figure 4.1 shows the flow chart for the HFSS design and simulation process.Each
HFSS design [108,109] includes a geometric model, with material assignments.The
boundary condition and excitation setup enablesplanes,faces, or interfacesbetween
objectsto be assignedmaterial properties,or designatedas a wave port. The solution
type and frequencyrangeare requiredbeforethe designcan be simulation.The analysis
processthen automaticallycreatesa meshfor the designand solvesMaxwell's equation
using the designparameters.It repeatsthis processasrequiredusinga higher resolution
mesh until the resultsconverge.Finally the output is presentedas 2D or 3D reportsand
field plots. Figure 4.2 showsthe main window for HFSS. Figure 4.3 showsthe material
selection window. The parameterssuch as permittivity and conductivity for each
material are shown. Users can also add their own materialsif they are not provided in
the database.
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Design
(Draw and setup solution type)

SetupBoundariesand Excitation

Solution setup and Frequency sweep

Analysis

Result
(2D / 3D Report)
Figure 4.1: Flow chart for the HFSS design and simulation process
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Figure 4.3: Material selection window for HFSS

One of the materials is available to create the walls of a waveguide or a cavity is called
perfect electrical conductor (PEC). PEC is an ideal case for a conductive material and
therefore has no resistivity and no ohmic losses will occur. A vacuum can be used inside
the cavity and this technique will prevent losses and speed up simulations. In the
example of a pipeline cavity, wave ports must be established at either end of the model

to representthe transmitterand receiver.After that, the modeof transmissionis defined,
with the default and fundamentalmodeTE1, for pipe createdif no other excitation mode
is defined.By creatingtwo ports,S11and S21can be simulated.S11is the signal reflected
at input port I for the signal incident at sameinput port l and S21is the transmission
signal exiting at output port 2 for the signal incident at input port 1.
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4.1.1 Transverse Electric (TE) and Transverse Magnetic (TM) modes
The TE and TM modes for circular cavity can be simulated by using HFSS. Figure 4.4
shows some possible configurations for TE and TM modes in 4 inch diameter cylinder.
The red colour in Figure 4.4 representsthe maximum and the blue colour representsthe
minimum of the electric and magnetic field. The TE11and TM01 was the first two modes
appear in the 4 inch diameter cavity.

TEii

TE21

TM01

TMi1

Figure 4.4: TE andTM modein 4 inch diametercylinder
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4.1.2 A Simple Monopole Antenna Design
The simple monopole antenna for this project can be designed by using the HFSS
software. Figure 4.5 shows the monopole antenna design using HFSS simulation. A4
inch diameter cast iron cylinder with a length of 5 10mm was filled with fresh water and
two monopole antennas were connected by 5052 coaxial cable in each port. The

monopoleantenna'seffectivenessat coupling power into the fresh water dependson the
length of antenna. For practical reasons, 1.7mm was chosen for the diameter of the
monopole antenna, as this would fit directly into the solder bucket of a standard N-type
connector. The relative permittivity e, for Teflon is 2.1 [105]. Then the internal radius to
the outer conductor `b' can be calculated by using equation 2.8 and this radius was used
for the HFSS modeling.

Za =

60
Fýr

In

(5°x
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b= ell

b
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Figure 4.5: Monopole antenna design by HFSS simulation
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The simulation was carried out with the length of the antenna are a variable for a
frequency of 320MHz. The 320MHz frequency is the minimum attenuation level for the
4 inch cast iron pipe which is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: The variation of the attenuation for the TMoi mode in a4 inch
cast iron pipe filled with distilled water [I 10]

Figure 4.7 shows simulation result for the reflection and transmission signal IS11Iand

IS211
representsthe
versus antennalength for the monopole antenna.The signal IS111
amount of power reflected by the monopoleantennaback down to the coaxial cable.
is also includesthe effect
becausethe IS211
The ISIII parameteris more interestthan IS211
of the attenuation of the water which depends on the length of the water pipe simulated.

The power of ISiII gradually falls as the probe length increasesfrom the shortestlength
which is 20mm, until a minimum level at around -18dB is reached at 60mm length. This
decrease indicates a better match. At the same time, the power of IS211gradually rises
from a low level at around -16dB when the length of the antenna is 20mm, until a
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maximum level at around -10dB is reached at 55mm length. This indicates a better
transmission. Therefore, it is possible to choose two antenna lengths having the same
value for IS211on either side of the minimum but having two very different values of
ISI11.For both these probe lengths, the attenuation in the water and cast iron pipe wall
will be the same, and the simulation frequency is 320MHz also the samefor both.
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Figure 4.7: IS11Iand IS211
signal versus antenna length by HFSS simulation

The transition from the TEM mode in the coaxial cableto the TMo1mode in the water
pipe can be substantiallyeasedby the introduce of a dielectric plug which is shown in
Figure 4.8. The simulation result of ISIII and IS211
versus antenna length using HFSS at
3 10MHz is shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: Monopole antenna design with dielectric plug by HFSS simulation
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Figure 4.9: ISII and MSZ
11signal versus antenna length with dielectric plug

As can be seenthe results do not show the anomaliesobservedin Figure 4.7, and when
the antennalength is well matched which is from 48mm to 50mm long, the power
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transportedto the output agreesreasonablywell with what would be expecteddueto the
attenuationof the water alone,this is indicating that very little power is lost. Therefore,
in this case,it is possibleto choosetwo antennalengthshaving the samelength (50mm)
for thewater pipe systemand this will be discussedin chapter5.

4.2 LabVIEW
Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench (LabVIEW) is a graphical
programminglanguagethat has beenwidely usedin industry [111,112],academiaand
research labs. LabVIEW is a programming environment which createsprograms using a

graphicalnotation in which functional nodesare connectedvia wires through which
data flows. The graphical block diagram of a LabVIEW program is compiled into
machinecode. LabVIEW differs from traditional programminglanguageslike C, C++
or Javawhich programwith text. LabVIEW provides all of the tools necessaryfor data
acquisition (DAQ), data analysis and instrument control software. The LabVIEW
programsare portable amongthe various developmentplatforms,using the conceptof
virtual instruments(VI). One of the advantagesof LabVIEW is that annoying syntax
errors areeliminated.

Figure 4.10 shows the LabVIEW user interfaces (called front panels). LabVIEW
programsor subroutinesare called virtual instruments(VIs), whetherits appearanceor
function is relatedto an actualinstrumentor not. Each VI has threemain parts which is
a front panel,a block diagram,and an icon.

The front panel is the interactive user interface of a VI. The front panel can contain
knobs, push buttons, graphs, and many other controls which are user inputs and
indicators which are program outputs. Both the controls and indicators allow an
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operator to input data into or extract data from a running virtual instrument. However,
the front panel can also serve as a programmatic interface. Thus a virtual instrument can
either be run as a program, with the front panel serving as a user interface, or, when
dropped as a node onto the block diagram, the front panel defines the inputs and outputs
for the given node through the connector pane. This implies each VI can be easily tested
before being embedded as a subroutine into a larger program. The data can be inputted
using a mouse and keyboard, and then view the results produced by the program on the
screen.
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Figure 4.10: User interface (Front Panel)

The block diagram is the VI's source code which is constructed in LabVIEW's
graphical programming language as shown in Figure 4.11. The block diagram is the
actual executable program. The components of a block diagram are built-in functions,
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constants, and program execution control structures. A wires was drew to connect the
appropriate objects together to define the flow of data between two objects. The front
panel objects have corresponding terminals on the block diagram, and therefore data can
pass from the user to the program and back to the user.

Eile edit Kiew Qroject Qperate tools Window tielp
13pt ApplicationFont

+

Graph

v

Figure 4.11: Graphical code (Block Diagram)

In order to use a VI as a subroutine in the block diagram, it must have an icon with
connector as shown in Figure 4.12. A VI that is used within another VI is called a subVI.
A VI's connector is the mechanism used to wire data into VI from other block diagram
when the VI is used as a subVl mMuch like parameters of a subroutine. The connector

definesthe inputsand outputsof the VI.
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Figure4.12: VI icons with connector
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The graphicalapproachalso allows non-programmersto build programsby dragging
and dropping virtual representationsof lab equipment with which they are already
familiar. The LabVIEW programmingenvironment,with the examplesincludedandthe
documentationmakes it simple to create small applications. The most advanced
LabVIEW developmentsystemsoffer the possibility of building standaloneapplications.

4.2.1 Pearson Correlation
The next developmentwas to createa LabVIEW programmethat could comparethe
results of a frequency sweep from 240MHz to 560MHZ, and identify the resonant peaks

as the sensormoves in the pipeline. The system only required a referencesignal plot
without leaks in the pipeline to identify a leak in the pipeline by comparingfrequency
sweepsto the referencesignature.If any variance occurred, the LabVIEW program
would then flag this up as an indicationthat the pipeline sectionrequiredinvestigation.
As much more electromagneticwave signals are stored in the databaseit will be
possibleto have a catalogueof known discontinuitiessuch as `T' pieces,reducersand
Perspex to cast iron pipe work.

Pearsoncorrelation[113] is the most appropriatealgorithm to usewhen comparingtwo
data sets which map the amplitudesfor both the frequency sweeps.The equation for
correlationr is givenby equation6.1 [114],
(4.1)

Lnl:x2-(2: x)ZI[n2:
Y2-(I: y)2]

where, x is the first input sequence,y is the secondinput sequence,n is the numberof
`pairs' of dataand
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The possibleoutputs will look like those shown in Figure 4.13. The gradientsof the
graphsindicatehow the data setsare related.A gradientof +l indicatesthat the datasets
haveperfect correlation,-1 indicatesthat the data setshave perfectnegativecorrelation
and 0 indicates that there is no correlation. Table 4.1 shows the general categories
indicate the strength and significance [115] of the correlation coefficient r.
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Figure 4.13: Possible Pearsoncorrelation outputs [116]

Table 4.1: Strength and significance of the correlation coefficient r [117]
Coefficient, r

Strength and significance

0.0 to 0.2

Very weak to negligible correlation

0.2 to 0.4

Weak, low correlation (not very significant)

0.4 to 0.7

Moderate correlation

0.7 to 0.9

Strong,high correlation

0.9 to 1.0

Very strong correlation

Figure 4.14 shows the false data created as example of perfect correlation with an
identical shapebut with a difference in amplitude. The red panel shows inspection
required. Thereforethe mean of the data set is also used to distinguish betweenthese
sets. Figure 4.15 shows the false data created as example of data captured with identical

shapeand amplitude,therefore,the greenpanelshowsno further inspectionrequired.
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Figure 4.14: False data created as example with a Pearson correlation of 1
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4.2.2 LabVIEW Programming
Figure 4.16 and 4.17 showsthe flow chart of the LabVIEW programfor the EM wave
sensor and the front panel of the LabVIEW program for the EM wave sensor
respectively.
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Figure4.16: Flow chart for the LabVIEW programfor the EM wave sensor
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This programmeis able to capturethe output voltage supply from 0 to 8 volt and the
detectedvoltagefrom 0 to 2 volt in capturetab. The spectrumfor reflectedsignal ISI>Iis
plotted in ISi1 vs Frequency Plot tab. The IS1iI Reference Plot tab is used to load the
reference signal plot without leaks which is stored in a database. The final IS111
Waveform Compared tab is the decision panel which to indicate whether further
inspection is required for the pipeline. The demonstration for this program will be
discussed in chapter 7. The full source code for this LabVIEW programme is shown in
appendix A.
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Figure 4.17: Front Panel of the LabVIEW program for the EM wave Sensor
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From Table 4.1, the correlation coefficient 0.9 indicates as a very strong correlation.
Therefore,this value was chosenfor the initial correlation limit for this project. If this
limit provided a poor relationship between the two sequencesof data, then the limit
would need to be reduced. If the limit provides a good relationship, then it is possible

that the limit could be increasedto ensurethat the data sequencesdo match. It was
found by experimentthat the 0.9 limit provided a good relationship betweenthe two
sequencesof data, but increasing the limit above 0.9 often provided a poorer
of data.Therefore,a correlationlimit of 0.9 was
relationshipbetweenthe two sequences
found to be the best limit for this project. The experimentfor the correlationlimit will
be discussedin chapter7.

4.2.3 LabVIEW Control Systems
The next stageis to implementa LabVIEW control of the electronic modulesthat will
replace the expensive VNA over the required frequency range. Figure 4.18 shows the

block diagram of the LabVIEW system.The systemusesa National Instruments(NI)
[ 118] Compaq DAQ system with an analogueinput module (N19205 [119]) and an
analogueoutput module (N19264[120]). This producesan output voltageranging from
0 to 8V, which is the amplified. The amplifier (CA3140MZ [1211)producesan output
voltagerangefrom 0 to 16V which gives the full rangeof frequencyoutput.The Voltage
ControlledOscillators(VCO) ZOS-300[122] can then producea frequencysweepfrom
130MHzto 320MHz. The RF output from the VCO passesthrougha directionalcoupler
(ZDC-10-1+ [123]) and is then connectedto the antenna.This allows the RF to pass
straightthroughto the test antennaandthen directsthe reflectedpower to the RF power
detector (ZX47-60-S+ [124]) for measurement.The power detector then convertsthe
RF signal into a DC voltage. Finally the detectedvoltage is recordedby the analogue
input module and the reflected signal IS111
plot is displayedand the LabVIEW program
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will make a decision whether a leak is present. To test this system against the VNA a
single section of pipeline was filled with water and a bent loop antenna end cap was
used which is shown in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.18: Block diagram of LabVIEW system

Figure 4.20 shows the comparison results between LabVIEW and the VNA. Both of the
RF
results are in very good agreement with each other and this show that both the
frequency
electronics setup and LabVIEW can successfully replace the VNA over this
be used and discussed in chapter 6.
range. This LabVIEW system will
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Compaq DAO
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Figure 4.19: Experimental setup for the LabVIEW system
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Figure 4.20: Comparison between LabVIEW and the VNA
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Summary
Using HFSS, it was possibleto simulatethe 4 inch cast iron pipe filled with water to
determinethe resonancesof the TE and TM modesin the circular cavity. All of these
modes simulated by HFSS in Figure 4.4 are very similar to the TE and TM modes
theoretical shown in Figure 2.22. This proves that the results produced by the HFSS

simulationwere reliable.The modelwas alsousedto determinethat the optimum length
for the monopole antenna was 50mm. LabVIEW is a graphical programming language

that was chosenfor this project as it is widely used in industry. It is intuitive, and
interfacing with NI analogto digital converter (ADC) and digital to analogconverter
(DAC) modulesis straight forward. The Pearsoncorrelationalgorithm methodwas used
to compareand identify the trend, of two ISIll signals, and the LabVIEW program
provided a decision on whether they matched. The RF electronics consider on
individual componentsand modulesand they were shown to successfullyreplacethe
expensive VNA equipment. The final LabVIEW program shown in Figure 6.7 could

load and save data,display input and output voltage plots and performs the correlation
waveform.
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Chapter 5: Water Pipe Simulations,
Experiments and Results
5.1 Water Pipe Simulation for Monopole Antenna
Figure 5.1 shows the HFSS model of a4 inch cast iron pipe with two 50mm monopole
antennas. The pipe is filled with fresh water. The length for the cast iron is 510mm long.

This simulationperformeda virtual frequencysweepandplotted the amplituderesponse
in dB for both IS>>Iand IS21I
which are shownin Figures5.2 and 5.3.

Poi

Figure 5.1: HFSS model of 4 inch cast iron pipe with two 50mm monopole antenna

In Figure 5.2, the variation of ISIII with frequencyis very similar to the earlier result in
Figure 4.9 becausethe 50mm long antenna should operatebest at around 320MHz
frequency, due to the fact that the 5 10mm long cast iron pipe acts as a heavily damped
cavity since only a little power can be trapped in the cavity as the antennas are well
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matched. This cavity effect is hardly visible in the variation of IS211in Figure 5.3. The
transmission loss in the well matched frequency region, is mainly due to the attenuation
of the water.
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Figure 5.2: HFSS simulation result of the reflection signal ISIII
for the monopole antenna
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Figure 5.3: HFSS simulation result of the transmission signal IS211
for the monopole antenna
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5.2 Water Pipe Experiment for Monopole Antenna
To validate the HFSS simulations in section 5.1, a4 inch diameter cast iron pipe with a
length of 5 10mm long was used as shown in Figure 5.4. To transmit an electromagnetic
wave into the pipe, two mild steel end caps were made which housed a monopole
antenna attached to an N-type connector. Figure 5.4 also shows the monopole antenna
experimented setup. The water pipe is filled with water and two 50mm long monopole
antennas were used. The coaxial cable was used to attach between the N-type connector
and VNA.

The JS>>Iand IS211were measured using a VNA

and compare the

experimentally measured signals with the HFSS simulation results.

Balfour Beatty water pipe
v ith 51Omm lenoh

iSOmm long monopole
antenna

Figure 5.4: Monopole antenna experiment setup for water pipe

Figure 5.5 shows IS>>Iversus frequency of experimented and HFSS monopole antenna.
Both of the experimented and simulation results have the same underlying shape.

Therefore, the experimentedISniI was in good agreementwith both the frequencyand
amplitude determinedby the HFSS simulation andthe experimentalresults.Theseshow
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that the operational frequency range determined by the simulation was correct.
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Figure 5.5: Reflection signal ISIII of experimentand HFSSfor monopoleantenna

Figure 5.6 shows the transmission signal IS211
versus frequency of the experimented and
the HFSS for monopole antenna. The peak of the both results is clearly shown, but there
is a difference in the resonant frequency at which the amplitude dips. For the
experiment it is at 422MHz and for the HFSS simulation it is 437MHz, which is a
difference of 3.4% between HFSS simulation and experimental. This situation is
because of the concrete lines of the cast iron pipe supplied by Balfour Beatty, which was
is
not simulated due to its unknown dielectric properties. Although the shape of the IS211

slightly different, it can still be consideredas a good agreement.The simulationscan
thereforebe usedto speedup the designstage.

Besides that, one of the very important factors to point out is that there is no resonance
shape for the reflection signals ISIiI that measure in Figure 5.5 and therefore, it will be
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in Figure 5.6, a clear
difficult to use to determine a leak. For the transmission signal IS211
resonant peak is shown at 422MHz, therefore the transmission signal IS21I is used to
determine the leak in the water pipe.
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Figure 5.6: Transmission signal IS211
of experiment and HFSS for monopole antenna

5.3 Water Pipe Simulation for Loop Antenna
For this system to be deployed as a viable leak detector there would have to be two
distance apart. It both monopole antennas are 50mm
antennas, spaced at a reasonable
long and the separation between the antennas is 200mm, then the overall length
including the electronics part would be a minimum of 300mm long. This is much bigger
than the proposed design specifications given by Balfour Beatty which is 100mm in
length and 22mm in diameter. Besides that, this system would also require a cable to

passbetweenthe antennasthat would interfere with the transmissionpath.
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To overcome these problems the antenna design was changed to a loop antenna rather
than a monopole. One of the advantages of changing to loop antenna is that it is
mechanically stronger. The loop antenna will not be damaged so easily when put into
the hydrant compared to the monopole antenna.

To determine the most suitable frequency range for the loop antenna, a simulation was
run in HFSS. Figure 5.7 shows the HFSS model of a4 inch cast iron pipe with two
28mm diameter loop antenna. The 4 inch diameter cast iron cylinder is filled with fresh
water and has a 28mm diameter loop antenna at each port. The length for the cast iron is
510mm. IS111
and IS211
results are shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9.

fresh water

cast iron

Port 1

loop antenna with
28mm diameter

Figure 5.7: HFSS model of 4 inch cast iron pipe with
two 28mm diameter loop antenna
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In Figure 5.8, the peak of ISiiI is clearly shown. The 28mm diameter loop antenna
should operate best at around 480MHz. In Figure 5.9, IS211have shows the best
transmission between 220MHz and 330MHz and 370MHz and 560MHz.

V
Ir
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Frequency[MHz]

Figure 5.8: HFSS simulation result of the reflection signal ISiiI for the loop antenna
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Figure 5.9: HFSSsimulationresult of the transmissionsignal IS211
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5.4 Water Pipe Experiment for Loop Antenna
To validate the HFSS simulations for the loop antenna in section 5.3, two mild steel end

capswere madewhich houseda loop antennaattachedto an N-type connectorwhich is
shown in Figure 5.10. Figure 5.10 shows the loop antenna experiment setup for water
pipe. The water pipe was filled with water and two 28mm diameter loop antennaswere
used. The coaxial cable was used to attach between the N-type connector and VNA. The
ISIiI and IS211
were measured using a VNA and compare the experimentally measured
signals with the HFSS simulation results.

Connector
_N-type

Balfour Beatty water pipe
with 5 10mm length
28mm diameter loop
antenna

® Ground

,ý
V_ý

Figure 5.10: Loop antenna experiment setup for water pipe

Figure 5.11 shows IS1ii versus frequency for the experiment and HFSS for loop antennas.
The peak of the both results is clearly shown, but there is a difference in the resonant
frequency at which the amplitude dips. For the experiment it is at 480MHz and for the
HFSS simulation it is at 483MHz, which is a difference of 0.6% between HFSS

simulation and experimental.Therefore,the peak of the both results was consideredat
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the samefrequencyregion approximately480MHz althoughthe amplitude is different.
Therefore, the reflection spectrum ISIII shows a level of agreement between the HFSS
simulation and the experimental results this shows that the operational frequency range
determined by simulation is correct.
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Figure 5.11: Reflection signal ISIII of experiment and HFSS for loop antenna

Figure 5.12 shows IS211
versus frequency for experimented and HFSS simulation for the
loop antenna. The peak of the both results is clearly shown, but there is a different in the
resonant frequency with that on the experimental results being at 306MHz while the
peak of the HFSS simulation is at 352MHz, which is a difference of 13% between
HFSS simulation and experimental. Again, this situation is likely to be due to the
concrete lines on the inner surface of the cast iron pipe supplied by Balfour Beatty,
which was not simulated due to its unknown dielectric properties. Although the shape of

the both IS2iiresultsis different, it can still be consideredasa goodagreement.
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Figure 5.12:Transmissionsignal IS211
of experimentand HFSSfor loop antenna

For this 28mm diameter loop antenna, there is no clear resonance shape for the IS211,
so
it will be difficult to use to determine the leak. A resonant peak is clearly shown at
approximately 480MHz for IS11I,so this can be used to determine the leak in the water
pipe

5.5 Water Pipe Leak Simulation
It was then necessaryto continue the tests with a cracked pipe. A crack was made in the
pipe and it was simulated using HFSS. Figure 5.13 shows the software simulation for
water pipe leak. The 4 inch cast iron cylinder is filled with fresh water and 28mm
diameter loop antennas at each port. A crack is made at the centre position on the cast

iron cylinder. The simulation resultsISIII and IS211
are shownin Figures5.14 and 5.15.

Figure 5.14 shows (Stil for different crack width. The amplitude of the signals and the
frequency of the resonance changes when the crack in the pipeline is made. From the
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result, it can see be that the resonance peak is shifted backward and the resonance
frequency is reduce as the width of the crack increases from 1mm to 10mm at 350MHz.

Figure 5.13: HFSS simulation for water pipe leak
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Figure 5.14: Reflection signal ISIII of HFSSsimulation result for water pipe leak
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Figure 5.15: Transmission signal IS211
of HFSS simulation result for water pipe leak
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Figure 5.16: Expansion of HFSS IS211
simulation result for water pipe leak

Figure 5.15 shows IS211for the same crack width. The attenuation for all crack width,
by 20dB. The signal for leak is quite difficult to see in Figure
with the signal dropping
5.15; therefore the result is expanded over the frequency range 290MHz to 350MHz in
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Figure 5.16. From the result, it can see the amplitude falls as the width of the crack
increasesfrom 1mm to 10mm at 320MHz and 340MHz.

5.6 Experiments for Leak Detection
To validate the HFSS simulations for leak detection in section 5.5, the experiment was
setup with three 4 inch diameter pipelines sections of different lengths connected
together. Figure 5.17 shows the experimental setup for the water pipe leak.

28mm diameter
loop antenna for Tx

28mm diameter
loop antenna for Rx

Figure 5.17: Experiment setup for water pipe leak, three pipeline sections, 4 inch

diameterpipeline filled with water and with a cut throughthe centralsectionof the pipe

The total length of thesethree pipelines sectionswas 1480mmand the pipe was totally
filled with water.The sametwo mild steel end caps were usedto housea loop antenna
at both end, each attached to an N-type connector as shown in Figure 5.4 and 5.10. Then
a 0.5mm crack was sawn in the central pipeline. The crack was sealed with tape to avoid
water leaking from the pipe when the experiment was in progress and to make sure that
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the pipe was always full filled of water. The coaxial cable was used to attach between
the N-type connector and VNA. The ISi1I and IS211were measured using a VNA and
compare the experimentally measured signals with the HFSS simulation results.The
comparison results for this experiment with and without the crack are presented in
Figures 5.18 and 5.19.

Figure 5.18 shows IS11Iversus frequency for the water pipe leak experiment. The
amplitude of the signals and the frequency of the resonance changes when the crack of
the pipeline is made. From the result, the resonance peak is shifted from 468MHz to a
lower frequency 464MHz and the amplitude is reduced from -2.89dB to -3.16dB when
the crack is present.
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Figure 5.18: Reflection signal ISIII versus frequency for water pipe leak

Figure 5.19 shows the transmission signal IS211versus frequency for water pipe leak

experiment.The signal reducesdue to the leak in the pipe both with the experimentation
and using HFSSsimulation software.The amplitude of the signalsand the frequencyof
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the resonancechangeswhen the crack of the pipeline is made.The signal is down for
30dB at frequency region 230MHz. Therefore, IS11Ican also be used for determining if
there is any fracture or discontinuity in the pipeline. It should be noted that in this
experiment the RF transmission signal strength is only I mW (OdBm) is comfortably
transmitted over a distance of 1480mm.
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Figure 5.19: Transmission signal IS211
versus frequency for water pipe leak

5.7 Gap Detection
The next experiment used a series of nylon rings to create a gap between two pipeline
sections, to represent a break in the pipe. Figure 5.20 shows the experimental set up.
The total length of these two pipeline sections was 1060mm and the pipe was filled with
water. The same two mild steel end caps with loop antennas attached to an N-type
connector were used at each end. The nylon ring inserts which ranged from 3 to 15mm
in thickness were used to increase the gap between the two pipes. The coaxial cable was

for both ISn
usedto attachbetweenthe N-type connectorand VN A. The measurements
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and IS2i1 were taken by VNA at each of the gaps as shown in Figures 5.21 and 5.22
respectively.

Figure 5.20: Experiment setup for water pipe gap detection, two pipeline sections of 4
inch diameter filled with water with nylon ring inserts between the pipes

Both of the results in Figure 5.21 and 5.22 show a distinct difference in spectrum

signatureswith a varying gap. For the reflection signal ISIII in Figure 5.21, it can see
that the resonancefrequencyis reduced as the gap increasesfrom 3mm to 15mm at
frequency region 400MHz. With a 3mm gap, the frequency of the first resonance is at

410MHz and for 15mm gap it is at 385MHz. The shift is linear with distancewith the
resonancechanging.Therefore,the frequencyis shift 2.1MHz per millimetre (mm) gap.
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Figure 5.21: Reflection signal ISIII for gap detection with nylon ring inserted
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The resonance frequency for IS2fl in Figure 5.22 is not clearly shown and is difficult to
use to determine a leak for this project. Therefore, IS1ii is chosen for use in this project
because the resonance peak is clearly shown in Figure 5.21. Hence, one loop antenna is
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enough to use as a trans-receiver to obtain the ISM signal and therefore it can also
reduce the overall length of the final system for the EM wave sensor compared to two
antennas system which there need a space to separatebetween these antennas. The EM
wave sensornow only consists of an antenna and a component circuit board.

Summary
The HFSSmodel was alsousedto determinethe IS11and IS211
signalsfor the monopole
antenna.This simulation was repeatedwith 28mm loop antennasand both results were
comparedwith the experimentalresults.The experimentalresultsfor the monopoleand
the loop antennasfor both IS11Iand IS211signals have been shown to be in good
agreement,in both frequency and amplitude, with the results obtained by the HFSS
simulation. Only the IS11Iwith the loop antennagives a clear peak, however,therefore
the IS,1Iand the loop antennawas used for this water pipe leak detectionproject. By
extendingthe model to include a break in the cast iron wall of varying size, it can be
seen that there is a frequency and amplitude change in the IS11Iand IS211
plots, showing

that the simulation suggeststhe systemcan detectleaks. The attenuationthat occurson
the signal for the experimentalpipe with a leak wasthe sameasthat predict in the HFSS
simulation results. These gap detection experimentsare proof that EM waves can be
usedto detectleaksin a4 inch castiron pipe filled with drinking water.The single loop
antennais the most a suitablefor this project and can act as a transceiverwith the RF
electronics.
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Chapter 6: Prototype Demonstrator
Design and Construction for Industry
6.1 90 Degree Bent Loop Antenna
All the previous experiments and simulations are setup using laboratory test sections
with the antennasattached to the end caps on the pipeline which act as a transmitter (Tx)
and receiver (Rx) for the EM wave sensor. However, the next stage was to develop a

prototype demonstratorto be constructedthat will fit through the hydrant deployment
system used by Balfour Beatty. The limitation of the loop antenna design was reduced
from the ideal diameter of 28mm to 22mm. The antenna was also bent and rotated by 90
degree to the pipeline axis which shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Loop antenna bent to 90 degrees from the axis of the pipe to fit with Balfour
Beatty's requirements
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The reasonsfor usingthe bent loop antennawere due to the specificationof the sensor
which required maximum dimension of 100mm in length and 22mm in diameter, so that
it could pass through the Balfour Beatty hydrant delivery system, and that the centre of

loop would allow a forward facing camerato be usedand the loop could incorporate
light emitting diode (LED) ring for illumination. A further benefit with using a 90
degreebent loop antennais to reducethe possible damagewhen the sensorwas put
down thehydrant.

To determine how the bent loop antennawill affect the electromagneticsignal, the
experimentalsetup shown in Figure 5.20 was repeatedbut with only one bent loop
antennaas shownin Figure 6.1. The signal for the experimentwas measuredusing the
VNA. The measurementfor IS11I
was taken at severalgap distancesas shownin Figure
6.2.

As can be seenfrom the bent loop antennaexperimentresults in Figure 6.2, there are
still distinct frequencyshifts with gap increasein the pipeline. However the resonance
peak is now shifted forwardsand the resonancefrequencyincreasesasthe gap increases
from 3mm to 15mm, but the frequency is now 250MHz insteadof 385MHz in the
previous experiment with the normal single loop antenna. This means that the 90 degree

bent loop antennaalso can be usedas a trans-receiverfor the final systemfor the EM
wave sensor.With no gap,the frequencyof the first resonanceis at around250MHz and
at 15mm it is at around 287MHz. Therefore, there is still a linear shift, with the
resonancechangingat 2.5MHz per millimetre (mm). This is still within the frequency
rangeof the original specificationasfound in the laboratoryfeasibility stage.
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Figure 6.2: Reflection signal ISIII for bent loop antenna with nylon ring inserted

6.2 Prototype Demonstrator Design
The next step is to construct a stainless steel body to house the electronics with a nylon
spacer and the loop antenna at the front. Figure 6.3 shows the setup of the industrial
prototype with a 90 degree bent loop antenna. The overall length of the EM wave sensor
is 90mm and the diameter is 22mm. The 90 degree bent loop antenna with a 22mm

diameteris placed at the front of the assemblyand spaced15mm from the main body.
The electronic housing allows the electromagnetic radiation to radiate efficiently from
the antenna.The antenna is connected to the VNA via a coaxial feed cable.
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Figure 6.3: Setup of industrial prototype with 90 degree bent loop antenna

In order to test the prototype demonstrator system, the experiment was setup with two 4

inch diameter pipelines sections of different length connected together. Figure 6.4
shows the experimental setup to test the prototype demonstrator. The total length of
these two pipelines sections is 1060mm. These two sections of pipeline were mounted
vertically and filled with water. A plastic conduit with a 25mm diameter was used to
ensure that the EM wave sensor passed through the centre of the pipeline. The
experiment held the sensor at a fixed distance down to the pipe with the nylon ring
inserts (3mm to 15mm thick) were used to increase the gap between the two pipes.

Again, the coaxial cablewas usedto attachbetweenthe EM wave sensorand VNA. The
measurementfor ISIII was taken by VNA with severalgap distancesas shownin Figure
6.5
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EM wave Sensor
with coaxial feed
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Figure 6.4: Experimental setup to test prototype demonstrator
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Figure 6.5: Reflection signal ISIII for the prototype

demonstratorwith nylon ring inserted
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The signal in Figure 6.5 was comparableto the previousbent loop antennaexperiment
result shown in Figure 6.2. It can be seen that the electromagnetic spectrum clearly

changes with the resonancepeak shifting forward and the resonance frequency
increasingas the gap increasesfrom 5mm to 15mm. The starting frequencyis now
305MHz insteadof 250MHz in the previous experiment.This situation is due to the
reduction in the diameterfor the bent loop antenna.With no gap, the frequencyof the
first resonanceis at around305MHz and at 15mm it is at around 315MHz. Therefore,
there is still a linear shift, with the resonance changing at 0.7MHz per millimetre (mm).

6.3 Prototype Demonstrator Design with Electronics Subsystem
The next stagewas to design a surfacemount version of the electronicsthat could fit
within the stainlesssteel housingshown in Figure 6.3. The final schematicdiagram for
the electronicsof a standaloneEM wave sensoris shownin Figure 6.6. This systemwas
driven by a 24V supply.Two voltageregulators(LM317 [125]) were usedto producea
5V and 12V output voltage for the RF power detector (MAX2015 [126]) and the
voltage controlled oscillators (VCO) ROS-535+ [127]. The LabVIEW programming
softwarewhich is discussedin chapter4 was usedto control the NI Compaq DAQ to
producean output voltageranging from 0 to 8V for the amplifier (CA3140E [121]), and
the amplifier producedan output voltage ranging from 0 to 16V which gives the full
range of frequency output. The VCO could then produce a frequency sweep from
240MHz to 560MHz. The RF output from the VCO passedthrough a bi-directional
coupler (SYDC-20-13HP+[128]) that was connectedto the antenna.This allowed the
reflected power to be measuredvia an RF power detector.The reflected signal power
level is the ISIII parameterwhich is required for the RF signatures.The output from the
RF power detectorswas a DC voltagein the range of 0 to 2V which was connectedto
the NI CompaqDAC andusedby LabVIEW to plot out the spectrum.
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All of the electroniccomponentswere surfacemount devicesandwere solderedon four
circular PCBs with a 20mm diameter as shown in Figure 6.7. The three main RF boards
are shown in Figure 6.8, an extra board was the power supply regulator used to drive the
electronics. All of the electronic circuit boards were assembled and connected, and the
overall length of these circuit boards was 25mm as shown in Figure 6.9, and again as
the integrated circuit is placed into the stainless steel housing in Figure 6.10.

Directional
Coupler

Power
Detector

Voltage Controlled
Oscillator

Figure 6.8: PCB masks for the three main component boards
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Figure 6.9: Photograph of the RF electronics for the integrated sensor, 25mm in length
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m

M-W,

Figure 6.10: Photograph of the RF electronics being
placed into the stainless steel housing

6.4 Field Trial at Balfour Beatty Test Facility
The next experiment was carried out at Balfour Beatty's test facility in Derby. Figure

6.11 showsthe block diagramfor the overall length of the pipelines in Balfour Beatty's
test facility. The overall length of thesepipelines sectionswas 4.3m including a4 inch
diameter Perspex inspection section. Figure 6.12 shows experimental trial at Balfour
Beatty's test facility. To setup the experiment, the EM wave sensor was put into pipe
through the access port. The EM wave sensor with the electronics circuit was pushed
from the access port to the end of the system towards the reducer which is shown in
Figure 6.13 and then systematically pulled back and a frequency sweep taken every
10cm. The EM wave sensor was connected by power and control cables, and to a laptop
insulator tape was used to mark the 10cm intervals along the
running LabVIEW. The
4.3m length of the pipeline. The marking were placed between the reducer which is
This
shown in Figure 6.14, and the red access port which shown in Figure 6.15.

experiment allowed 43 readings to take place along the test section and through a
variety of different types of pipeline.
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Figure 6.12: Experimental trial at Balfour Beatty's test facility

.00

Figure 6.13: EM wave sensor in Perspex section with power and control cables feeding
back to laptop and LabVIEW
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Figure 6.14: Photograph of markings starting from the reducer
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Figure 6.15: Photograph of marking ending at the accessport
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Figure 6.16 shows the results due to the reducer, the initial resonance peak for 0cm is at
275MHz, then the resonance peak is changes to 303MHz when the sensor is pulled back
from the metallic reducer into the Perspex section. The spectrum then remains static as
the sensor is pulled back along the Perspex section which is 2.5m long with only slight
variances as the sensor is pulled over the metallic support stands.
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Figure 6.16: Results of reducer and start position of EM wave sensor

When the sensor is pulled from the end of Perspex section into the 4 inch cast iron
pipeline section, which shown in Figure 6.17, the resonance peak in Figure 6.18
changes back from 303M1-Iz at 2.3m to 275MHz at 2.5m as the sensor is now totally
surrounded by metal.
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Figure 6.17: Photograph of end of Perspex section and start of straight 4 inch pipeline
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Figure 6.18: Resultsof endof Perspexsectionand start of the straight 4 inch pipeline

Figure 6.19 shows the EM wave sensorentering the `T' piece at 3.3m, the resonance
peak is constant at 275MHz as shown in Figure 6.20. When the EM wave sensor passes
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through the arm of the `T' piece, the resonance peak slowly changes between 270MHz
and 277MHz at 3.4m to 3.6m and then the resonance peak returns back to the 275MHz
at 3.7m as the EM wave sensoris return back into the 4 inch cast iron pipeline section.
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Figure 6.19: Photograph of EM wave sensor is enter to the 'T' Piece
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Figure 6.20: Results of EM wave sensor is enter to `T' piece
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When the sensor is pulled from the end of 4 inch cast iron section pipeline into the 4 to
6 inch increaser at 4.Om shown in Figure 6.15, the resonance peak in Figure 6.21
changes to 297MHz at 4.3m.
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Figure 6.21: Results of increaser and end position at the accessport of EM wave sensor

Summary
The prototype demonstrator had to fit through the hydrant deployment system used by
Balfour Beatty, so the loop antenna was reduced in diameter from 28mm to 22mm and
the antenna was bent and rotated by 90 degree, to meet the industry proposed design.
The radiation pattern for the 90 degree bent loop antenna was quite similar to that of the
bent loop antenna results were showed that the resonance peak
monopole antenna. The

shifted accordingto the different gap widths. The RF integratedcircuit shownin Figure
6.9 was not ideal and sufferedfrom a lot of interference.The redesignedcircuit will be
discussedin next chapter.The field trial at the Balfour Beatty test facility showedhow
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the resonancefrequency changed in difference types of pipeline. The resonance
frequency for the 4 inch metal pipe was 275MHz, for the 4 inch Perspex section it was
303MHz, and for the increaser it was 297MHz. When the sensor passed through the `T'
Pieces,the resonancefrequency changed between 270MHz and 277MHz.
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Chapter 7: PCB Design and
Leak Detection Trial
7.1 Eagle PCB Design Software
The next developmentstagewasto build a secondversionof the PCB boardwith all the
RF electronics for the integrated sensor.The previous version suffered from lot of
interferenceand the RF signal is lost when transmitting via a wire which is shown in
Figure 6.9 and 6.10. The new versionPCB boardwas madeusing an FR4 prototyping
board.The interferenceandsignal loss werereducedusingthis new PCBdesign.

Eagle software [129] was used to design the PCB board. For the first step [130], a

library for each of the RF componentsincluding the VCO, the directional coupler,the
voltage regulator,the amplifier and the power detector was neededto be created as
shown in Figure 7.1 before drawing the layout of the circuit. The secondstep was to
draw the schematicdiagram for the electronic circuit shown in Figure 7.2 by using the
library that was createdin previous step.The final step was to reorganizeand placethe
componentin the best position for the best wiring on the boardand make the board as
small as possible. Figure 7.3 showsthe PCB layout for the integratedsensor.The size
for this PCB boardwas65mm in length and20mm in width.
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Figure 7.2: Schematic diagram for the integrated sensor
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Figure 7.3: PCB layout for the integrated sensor

7.2 CNC Routing Machine
After successfully drawing the PCB layout using Eagle,the PCB boardcould by made
using a ComputerNumerical Control (CNC) routing machinewhich is shown in Figure
7.4. To input the layout into the machine,it was necessaryto convertthe boardlayout to
the HPGL/2 format which shown in Figure 7.5 by running the `mil-outlines. ulp' in the
Eagle software, but the Eagle software is not able to open the HPGL/2 file, therefore

anothersoftware packagecalled `ABViewer' was requiredto openthe HPGL/2 file as
shown in Figure 7.5. The red circle in Figure 7.5 is the origin position which is the
starting point for the machine and can be edited by the software. Figure 7.6 shows the
routing process in the production of a PCB. A 0.1mm drill bit was used for routing

becausethe spacingof the solderingpins for power detectoris very narrow.
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ISM

Figure 7.6: PCB board making by CNC routing machine

7.3 EM wave Sensor
Figure 7.7 shows the PCB circuit board produced by the CNC routing machine and
Figure 7.8 shows the complete PCB circuit board fully populated with the components
for the sensor. The components include the voltage amplifier CA3140E [121], voltage
regulator LM317 [125], power detector MAX2015 [126], voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) ROS-535+ [127] and directional coupler ADC-10-1R+ [132].
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Figure 7.7: PCB circuit board for the sensor created by the CNC routing machine
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Directional Coupler
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Figure 7.8: CompletePCB circuit boardwith full componentsfor the sensor

Figure 7.9 shows the block diagram for the PCB circuit board sensor. For this circuit, a
24V power supply will supply the two voltage regulators LM317 and the amplifier
CA3140E. The voltage regulators produce a 5V and 12V output voltages for the RF
power detector MAX2015 and the voltage controlled oscillators (VCO) ROS-535+. The

LabVIEW programming software discussedin chapter 4 was used to control the NI
CompaqDAQ with analogueoutput module N19264to producean output voltagerange
from 0 to 8V, which wasthen amplified from 0 to 16V which will givesthe full rangeof
frequency output. The VCO produces a frequency sweep from 240MHz to 560MHz.
The RF output from the VCO passesthrough a directional coupler ADC-10-1R+ and is
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then connecting to the antenna via an SMA connector. This allows the reflected power
to be measured via an RF power detector. The reflected signal power level is the ISII
parameter which is required for the RF signatures. The output from the RF power
detectors is a DC voltage in the range of 0 to 2V which is then connected to the
analogue input module N19205 from which LabVIEW plots out the spectrum.
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Figure 7.9: Block diagram for PCB circuit board sensor
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7.4 Experiments for Reference Signal
The next stage is to prove that the EM wave sensor can detect a leak in the pipeline. The
first step is to obtain the reference signal spectrum for the 4 inch metal pipeline, then the
sensor is put into the pipeline and the signal spectrum is compared with the reference
signal. The signals comparison is done by the LabVIEW

programme and the

programme will make a conclusion whether or not the pipeline needs further inspection.

EM wave Sensor

Coaxial Cable

480mm Balfour Beatty
Vater Pipe

Figure 7.10: Experimental setup to obtain the reference signal

Figure 7.10 shows the experimental setup used to obtain the reference signal. This
experiment is setup with three 4 inch diameter pipelines sections connected together.
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These pipelines were mounted vertically and filled with water. The total length of the
pipelines sections was 1480mm. The EM wave sensor with the final version of
electronics circuit which is shown in Figure 7.8 was used. The EM wave sensor was put
into pipeline from the top of the pipe and the EM wave sensor passedthrough the centre
of the pipeline.
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Figure 7.11: LabVIEW capture the signal from the sensor
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This experiment allowed 14 readings to take place along the 1480mm test section. The
measurements for the reflection signal ISi 1I was taken at 10cm interval using the
LabVIEW programme. This was used as a reference signal for leak detection. Figure
7.11 shows the LabVIEW capture of the signal from the sensor. The programme
captured the spectrum when the `Capture Plot' button was pressed,the Output voltage is
the voltage that supplied the VCO for frequency sweeping and the detected voltage is

thereceivedvoltageof the sensorfrom the powerdetector.

15111vs Frequency

15111vs Frequency

0

Figure 7.12: Frequency versus reflection signal ISIII from the sensor
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The LabVIEW programme plotted the received signal strength versus frequency which
in Figure 7.12. All of the reference signals were saved in a database by pressing the
`Save ISII I Plot' button.

The 14 reference signals from 10cm to 140cm are shown in Figures 7.13,7.14 and 7.15.
The resonance peak between 280MHz and 380MHz changed, but the remainder were
the same shape. Therefore the ISiiI between 280MHz and 380MHz was used to detect

leaksin this project.
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Figure 7.13: Reference signals from 10cm to 50cm depth in pipeline
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7.5 Experiments for Leak Detection
The next experiment was used to validate the leak detection. Figure 7.16 shows the
experiment setup for water pipe leak detection. The setup for this experiment is same as
previous experiment which shown in Figure 7.10.

-ý;;
"ý,.;
4

Figure 7.16: Experimental setup for water pipe leak detection

A crack was made in the central pipeline to demonstrate that the EM wave sensor was

able to detect leakagein the water pipeline. The crack was sealedwith tape to avoid
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water leaking from the pipe when the experiment was in progress and to make sure that
the pipe was always full filled of water. The crack was in centre position of the second
pipeline section away from any of the joints and at 74cm from top of the pipeline. The
EM wave sensor of electronics circuit was put into pipeline from the top of the pipe and
the EM wave sensor passed through the centre of the pipeline.
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Figure 7.17: Reference ISiiI plots loaded from database

The measurements for the reflection signal IS11Iwere taken at 10cm interval again by

using the LabVIEW programme,and the reflection signal IS11Iwas comparedwith the
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reference signals that were obtained in previous experiment. The LabVIEW programme
then made a conclusion regarding whether the pipeline needed further inspection by
using the Pearson correlation method which discussed in chapter 4.

The ISIII spectrum was captured by LabVIEW and the references plots that were saved
in the previous experiment (Figure 7.13 to 7.15) were loaded from the database to

comparewith the capturedplot. The referencesplots could be loaded by pressingthe
`Load Reference IS11I Plot' shown in Figure 7.17.
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The 14 readings from 10cm to 140cm in the leaking pipeline were compared with the 14
reference signals in the database. Figure 7.18 to Figure 7.23 shows the waveform
comparison for these signals from 10cm, 60cm to 90cm, and 140cm depth in pipeline.
The waveform comparison for the rest of the signals was shown in appendix B. The
signal comparisons were done by pressing the `ISiiI Waveform Compared' button in the
LabVIEW programme. The waveforms were compared by using the Pearson correlation
statistic method.
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Figure7.23: ISIII waveform comparedfor 140cmdepthin pipeline

The signal spectrumsfor 10cmto 40cm depthwere very similar to the referencesignals.
The LabVIEW programme shows the `Pipe Reading Within Range' output, which
means that no leaks have been detected in this region of the pipeline. The resonance
peak has a huge change, the signal is reduces or/and resonance peak is change for the
signal spectrum between 50cm and 100cm depth compared to the reference signals. The
LabVIEW programme shows the `Pipe Needs Visual Inspection', which mean that a
leak has been detected at this region of the pipeline and needs further inspection. The

signal spectrumfor the 110cmto 140cmdepth is back to normal again which is very
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similar to the reference signals. Again, the LabVIEW programme shows the `Pipe
Reading Within Range' output.

7.6 Location for Leakage
The previous experiment for leak detection showed that the signal spectrums will likely
be the same as the reference indicating with no leak in the pipeline. The resonancepeak,
however, shows huge changes and attenuation when there is leak in the pipeline.
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Figure 7.24: Location of the leak on the 4 inch pipeline
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Therefore,the location of the resonancepeak canbe usedto find the locationof the leak.
The first indication of these signals changing was shown by LabVIEW at 50cm, and the
final location at which the signal changed was at 100cm, taking the average distance
therefore suggestedthat the leak was at 75cm.

Figure 7.24 showsthe location of the leak on the 4 inch pipeline. It was measuredand
found to be 74cm from top of the pipeline, so the above result was considered
acceptable.The signal spectrumfor this EM wave sensorchangedwithin ±25cm of the
leakageposition, and the difference between the location of leak (74cm) and that
suggestedby the EM wave sensor (75cm), implied a ±1 cm accuracy.

Summary
Microstrip technologyis commonly used for RF circuit, and can be fabricatedusing
standardPCB techniques.Surfacemount technology(SMT) was used to createa PCB
circuit board. All of the electronics componentsused were surface mount devices
(SMD). The RF integratedcircuit shown in Figure 7.8 was the final version of the RF
circuit and included a proper ground plane. Different methodswere used to solder the
electronicscomponent.A solderingiron was usedto solderthe largercomponents,but a
hot plate with soldering paste method was used to solder the smaller components
including the power detector and amplifier. Using the final version of the PCB RF
electronicsboard,the sensorwas ableto sweepfrom 240MHz to 560MHz, and to sense
a leak in the metallic pipeline. The LabVIEW programmewas used to evaluate the
output of the EM wave sensors,and make a decision on whether the water pipeline
needsfurther investigation. The output of EM wave sensorchanges±25cm from the
leak position, and the sensorwas able to find a leak location at 75cm from top of the
water pipe with ±1cm tolerance.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion
A unique method for mains water leak detection within cast iron pipes was proposed in
this thesis, utilising electromagnetic (EM) waves. As this project was an industrial
collaboration with Balfour Beatty, the sensor was required to be deployed using their

pressurizedhydrant. This placed design constraintson the sensor,limiting the overall
dimensionsto 22mm in diameterand 100mmin length.

As no previous researchhad been done on water filled pipeline integrity using EM
waves,the first objective was to investigatewhetherEM waves would propagatedown
a water filled cast iron pipeline. This was successfullyachievedusing a combinationof
HFSS simulation and laboratory experiment.

Using HFSS it was possible to model the cast iron pipeline and determine that the
propagation of the first two TEIL and TMo1 modes in a circular water pipe was possible.

HFSS was also usedto determinethe loss and resonantfrequencieswithin the pipeline
using both monopolesand loop antennas.A seriesof experimentswere also conducted
to validate the HFSS model which showed good agreementwith both frequency and
amplitude betweenthe experimentalresults and the simulation, and could thereforebe
usedfor designingthe sensor.

From the simulation and experiment, it was found that the loop antenna showed a
clearerpeakfor IS111
comparedto the monopoleantenna,the other signalshad either no
resonancepeak or the signal had more than one resonancepeak. Therefore the signal
ISulI and the loop antennawere used for this water pipe leak detection project. The
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results also showed that the best operating frequency for the sensor system was
480MHz. HFSS andthe experimentalresults also showedthe attenuationand resonance
frequency changed when a leak was present, and this could be concluded as the
attenuationobservedas an indication for water pipe leaks. A seriesof nylon rings with
different thickness were used to create a virtual gap between the two sections of
pipelines, and the results showed the resonance frequency is shifted for different gap

widths.

An industrial sensor for leak detection has been successfully designedto meet the
requireddimensionsof 22mm in diameterand 100mmin length.This sensorwas ableto
sweepfrequenciesfrom 240MHz to 560MHz, and this range covered the resonance
frequencieswhich correspondedto a changein the pipeline properties as discussedin
chapters5 and 6. A rectangularshapedPCB boardswith a ground plane was designed
with all the RF electronics on it. The LabVIEW programme created for this project

evaluatedthe output of the EM wave sensorsandgavea recommendationaboutwhether
the water pipeline needs further investigation. This utilised the Pearsoncorrelation
algorithm up to 0.9 correlation limit. The LabVIEW system also proved that using
Compaq DAQ and RF electronics device could successfully replace the expensive
(£20,000[133]) VNA.

The next stageof this project was to conduct field trials at the Balfour Beatty test site in
Derby. The results from this demonstratedthat the sensorcould not only be used for
leak detectionbut also asa possibleassetmanagementdevice.It was also demonstrated
that eachof the elementsof the sensorworked correctly.The industrial trial showedthat
the resonantfrequencyin the 4 inch metallic pipeline with concretelining on the inner
surfacewas 275MHz whereasthe resonantfrequencyin the 4 inch Perspexsectionwas
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303MHz. For the final stage, the signal spectrum for the 4 inch metal pipeline without a

leak was shown to be repeatable,and that the resonancepeak shows a significant
frequency change and attenuation when a leak is present in the pipeline. This EM wave

sensoris ableto sensing±25cm from the leak position with tlcm accuracy.

Table 10.1: Comparison between EM waves sensor and present technology
Technology
Attribute

RespondTime

Listening
Stick

Ground
Microphone

Time
Time
consuming consuming

Acoustic

Ground
Penetrating

Radar
Time
consuming

DSPanalysis
take hours to
complete

Reliability
and
Sensitivity

Not very
efficient

Not very
efficient

Contact
point with
the water
pipeline

Accuracy

Moderate
success

Moderate
success

Satisfactory Over 80% [4]

Cost

Low Cost
£25 [5]

Expensive
£2500 [6]

Moderate
£400 [7]

Cannot
differentiate
the buried
object

Very
Expensive
£8000 [8]

EM Waves
Sensor

Fast
Response
Put into
water
pipeline
throughany
existing
hydrant
90%
Low Cost
£50

This thesis has lead to a much greaterunderstandingof the way EM waves propagates
in metallic water distribution pipes. It is clear that different types of pipelines have a
different spectrumbasedof the diameterand the pipeline material.This developmentof
a unique EM wave sensor that was a significant improvement on the standalone

technique. Table 10.1 shows the comparisonbetween EM waves sensor and present
technology.The EM wave sensorusing low cost RF electronicsdevicescould provide
betteraccuracyup to 90% anda fasterrespondtime comparedto other techniques.
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10.1 Future Work
For further work and development, leaks at different positions and the pipes with more
than one leak should be investigated. Further work should also be done to improve the
matching of the antenna to 5052which should improve signal strength. Furthermore, the
sensor should also be tested on different types of pipeline materials such as plastic,

stainlesssteel etc, with different common diametersof water pipeline such 6 inch, 12
inch etc. The microstrip patch antennacould be used in future to create a different
polarizationsuch as circular or elliptical. The double sidedPCB methodcould apply in
the future and this will reducethe size of the circuit board allowing more spacefor
further sensors.Finally a cameracould be addedinto the EM wave sensorto visualize
the sceneinside the pipeline and this could help to determinethe location for a leak.
Also an acousticsensorcould be addedto createa multi sensorfusion device.
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Appendix B. 4: IS111
waveform compared for 50cm depth in pipeline
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Appendix B.5: ISIII waveform comparedfor l 00cm depthin pipeline
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Appendix B. 6: IS waveform compared for 110cm depth in
III
pipeline
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Appendix B.7: 1SI1Iwaveformcomparedfor 120cmdepth in
pipeline
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Appendix B.8: IS11jwaveformcomparedfor 130cmdepthin pipeline
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